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Abstract
Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) is urbanizing rapidly, gaining its economic growth for the major
part from the industrial development in the city. This poses great challenges for the environment and
preserving the city’s water resources, as water demand increases while obsolete production
technologies and lacking environmental management increasingly pollute the city’s fresh water
resources. Current water management practices and the institutional system are of inadequate quality
to deal with the industrial water management issues in the city, pressurizing the water system
extremely. Tan Thuan EPZ is one of HCMC’s industrial zones located relatively close to the city
center, which magnifies the need for proper industrial water management in the EPZ. Therefore, this
research contains a qualitative study on the sustainability of the water management system of Tan
Thuan. To assess the water management system, a combinative approach of IE (Industrial Ecology)
and IWRM (Integrated Water Resources Management) tools and criteria is used. The combined
approach is of explorative nature, aiming to provide a holistic assessment strategy which was nonexisting until now. The framework clarifies factors that are of influence on the lacking water
management practices. The main barrier for implementation of sustainable water management for Tan
Thuan is the lacking mobilization of involved actors. This is being aggravated by economic, relational,
knowledge and institutional barriers in place. Companies in the area are working highly individual, for
which communication channels with other organizations, institutions and businesses are barely present
and environmental knowledge and action is absent. Moreover, economic forces and extremely lacking
institutional capacity demotivate the companies to take any action. By further elaborating with a
SWOT, the barriers are specifically defined into weaknesses. By aiming for opportunities to deal with
those barriers, new pathways are explored. Especially options for collaboration and knowledge
development are deemed effective as starting point for the local actors. However, structural threats
affect the sustainability of the water management system as well. As it is hard to deal with those
external threats for the companies located in Tan Thuan, further research and elaboration on policy
options would be beneficial to make the transition towards a sustainable water management system.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Problem description
Many South-Asian states are suffering from fresh water scarcity. Extremely fast increasing
populations and additional urbanization rates are pressurizing further economic development, societal
health and the environment (Vo, 2007). Water systems are unable to keep up with urban and economic
growth, leading to depletion of fresh water resources. Pressure on the water system is highest in cities
(van Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015). The UN estimates a global population growth in cities of
2.5 billion people until 2050, of which 90% will take place in Asia or Africa (UN, 2014). Ho Chi
Minh City (HCMC), located in the south of Vietnam is a city with one of the highest concentrated
urban populations in the world, with a population density of 3719 persons per km2 in 2012. The city
is the biggest agglomeration of Vietnam, expected to grow from 3 million people in 1975 to 10 million
in 2025 (Katzschner et al., 2016; van Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015). Besides the rapid
urbanization rate of the city, also industrialization rates are extremely high. Since the renovation
policy ‘Doi Moi’ taken into action in 1986, HCMC has faced huge economic growth (Sajor and Minh
Thu, 2009; Vo, 2007;). The HCMC GDP growth rate in 2015 for the industry and construction sector
was 8,07% (ITPC, 2015). Currently the city has 17 industrial zones (IZs), and 25 planned (HEPZA,
2017). This however has the consequence of increasing industrial water use, which poses great
challenges for the city to meet its domestic, agricultural and industrial water demand (Vo, 2007). The
main water users in HCMC are domestic users and the industrial sector, who accounted in 2009 for 2.5
million m3 of the water demand and are estimated to account in 2025 for 4.75 million m3 (van
Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015).
The water supply of HCMC is coming from four sources, respectively the Dong Nai River, Sai Gon
River, groundwater (35%) and for a minor part rainwater (van Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015).
As an effect of this extremely high industrial water demand, alarming rates of (illegal) ground water
extraction are occurring, exceeding its daily maximum volume of 520,000 m3 (van Leeuwen, Dan and
Dieperink, 2015; Vo, 2007). This ground water extraction is causing saline intrusion, land subsidence
at an annual average of 1.6 cm yr−1, and increased depth of flooding. Moreover, because of land
subsidence in combination with climate change, the Delta city is becoming more vulnerable for sea
level rise as well (Erban, Gorelick and Zebker, 2014). Since the city is already in the top ten of most
vulnerable populations for the effects of climate change, such as floods and draughts due to its
seasonal precipitation, this is a distressing development (ADB, 2010). Not only the extraction of
groundwater due to a lack of fresh water for industrial purposes, but also the discharge of industrial
waste water is causing depletion of fresh water resources. Although it is officially obliged for
industrial parks to have a central waste water plant, many of the old industrial businesses and
industrial parks are not equipped with waste water treatment facilities, and are discharging their waste
water without proper processing into the water system (EIP project, 2017; MONRE, 2017). 20-30%
Of Vietnams river water flow exists out of industrial waste water, of which the biggest polluters are oil
refining, food processing and chemical industries (van Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015). It is
estimated that 200,000 m3 of industrial wastewater is discharged into the Dong Nai and Sai Gon River
daily (Vo, 2007). High concentrations of ammonia, COD, and manganese were found in surface
waters in HCMC, exceeding the water quality standards. Also ground water resources are polluted by
the discharge of waste water into the water system and a lower concentration of fresh water in the
aquifer due to ground water extraction consequently increases the concentration of toxic components
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such as nitrate, nitrite, and ammonia (van Leeuwen, Dan and Dieperink, 2015). Thus not merely the
rapid industrialization causes extremely high water demands and environmental problems. This also is
an effect of the obsolete production and treatment technologies that are used in IZs all over the
country. Thereby, waste minimization (both solid waste and waste water) and proper waste water
treatment facilities are lacking, which is aggravated by poor industrial management. The political
organization of Vietnam is hierarchical and organized as a command and control model. This
institutional model is inadequate to deal with the industrial growth in Vietnam. It is characterized by a
complex system of standards, regulations and laws with regard to emissions and production and a topdown implementation of legislation. Moreover, water resources are managed in a highly fragmented
way (Frijns, Phuong and Mol, 2000; Nguyen, 2012; Vo, 2007). Although procedures, standards and
guidelines for environmental and water management are often available, implementation of policies
and regulations is lacking. Also the enforcement and control power is stated to be insufficient since
serious consequences for disobedience of environmental standards and regulations are practically not
much realized (Dieu, et al., 2003; Nguyen, 2012).
Although industries in HCMC play an increasing role in the aggravation of the fresh water scarcity in
the area and the increasing vulnerability of the water system, sustainable water management in IZs is
lacking. According to Vo (2007), the recent negative developments regarding the water resource
capacity in HCMC are mainly an effect of “inadequate institutional frameworks of the urban sector,
inappropriate institutional arrangements and insufficient mechanisms in the water sector”. Although
Sun et al. (2016) underline that policy for the protection of water resources should not be fragmented,
an integrated policy framework for sustainable water management is currently lacking (van Leeuwen,
Dan and Dieperink, 2015; Vo, 2007). A two folded issue seems to be in place, with on the one hand
the poor water management at the industrial level, and on the other hand external institutional
fragmentation and incapability to cope with the water management issues with regard to the rapid
industrialization processes in urban areas.
Industrial level
A concept often used in literature for the practical development of sustainability on the industrial level
is the Industrial Ecology (IE) concept. The analogy between the human ecosystem and industrial
systems is used to connect various actors in the system in order to reduce the net resources input (of
natural materials or energy), and waste flow output to improve sustainable performances of industries
(Jia, et al., 2016). A practical approach is proposed in order to dematerialize IZs and decouple
economic growth from environmental pressures. The concept focusses on deriving economic benefits
by efficient resource utilization and the exchange of resources within industrial networks. Assessment
on the effectiveness of the sustainable water management practices in place is in IE literature mainly
done by quantitative Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) strategies or Water Flow Analyses (WFA)
(Mantese and Amaral, 2016). However, the concept lacks qualitative assessment strategies and
information that affects the development and resilience of the industrial networks (Geng and Yi, 2006;
Jia, et al., 2016; Liu and Zang 2012; Mantese and Amaral 2016; Velenturf and Jensen 2015). It is
stated that proper criteria for sustainable water management not only include quantitative water flow
data and an LCA, but are also an effect of qualitative and integrated institutional, economic, social and
environmental aspects (Jia, et al., 2016; Pires, et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2016). However, in IE literature
a gap can be found with regard to assessment strategies of these qualitative factors, related and
affecting the sustainability of water management practices in IZs.
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Institutional level
A concept in which an integrated way of improving and assessing sustainable water management
practices is proposed, is Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM). It is a systematic approach
aiming for sustainable water management, in which all stakeholders and factors related to the present
water management issues are integrated. This is done by extensive participatory processes and crosssectoral collaborations (Geng and Yi, 2006; Pires, et al., 2017). IWRM focusses on institutional
structures on the watershed level, in order to provide an approach for the issues related to a fragmented
water management. However, because of its broad focus on amongst others external institutional
factors, it has been criticized for its vagueness and lack of practical implementation on the local level
(Biswas, 2004; Mersha, et al., 2016; Saravan, McDonald and Mollinga, 2009). Therefore, a combined
approach is proposed for this research. The concept of IE with its practical focus on the industrial
level, and the broader view of IWRM on qualitative factors and the effect of institutional and
governance structures seem complementary to each other with regard to the two-folded problem
statement of the industrial and institutional level.

1.2 Industrial water management in Vietnam
As explained before, the institutional and legal framework with regard to industrial water management
in Vietnam involves a complex structure and fragmented management practices, as visualized in
figure 1.1. Ministries attached to the National Government are responsible for the water management
at the national level, for which each ministry is responsible for a different package of tasks. For this
research, the MONRE (Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment) is an important stakeholder,
responsible for the state management of land, water resources mineral resources, geology,
environment, meteorology and hydrology (Nguyen, 2012). Main tasks of MONRE are dedicated to the
development of strategies and plans for efficient water use, and also the monitoring of water quantity
and quality is their responsibility (2030 WSG, 2017). The Provincial People’s Committee (PPC) is
another important stakeholder for this research. The PPC has the highest political responsibility of the
local authorities and is together with its related agencies and divisions responsible for water resources
management at the provincial level, as well as water management in IZs (medium-sizes) and
companies (Dieu, et al., 2003). Moreover, coordination of water supply and responses to incidents
with regard to water management are under their responsibility (2030 WSG, 2017).
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Figure 1.1 Institutional structure of water management in Vietnam (2030 WRG, 2017)

The DONRE (Department of Natural Resources and Environment) is the specialized department under
the PPC for the water resource management and monitoring and controlling of water quality and
quantity at the provincial and district levels (2030 WSG, 2017; Nguyen, 2012). Two other local
institutions are involved in the management of industrial water in HCMC. In first place, HEPZA (Ho
Chi Minh City Export Processing Zone Authority) is the IZ management board of the government, and
functions as a governmental authority under the PPC (HEPZA, 2017). Maintaining and creating a
favorable environment for IZs, (international) investments and pushing industrialization are their main
tasks. Also social, economic, financial and marginal environmental tasks belong to their portfolio
(Dieu, et al., 2003: HEPZA, 2017). The actual daily management of the IZs and its services (such as
internet, telephone, (waste) water, solid waste and infrastructures) is executed by the Industrial Zone
Infrastructure Development Companies (IZIDCs), who also support companies with compliance and
understanding of the legal framework and bureaucracies with regard to their operation and
(environmental) management (Dieu, et al., 2003; TTC, 2017).
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With regard to the legal framework that is of interest for this thesis, the Law on Environmental
Protection (No. 55/2014/QH13) and the Law on Water Resources (No. 15/2012/L-CTN) are of major
importance. The laws are issued by the National Assembly to address fundamental environmental and
water management issues. Under the laws, governmental decrees are developed to provide more
specific guidelines to take action and develop tasks for the implementation of the law. Also ministerial
circulars are providing detailed guidelines with regard to regulations on technical processes and
standards on the Law (Nguyen, 2012).

1.3 Water management in the Tan Thuan research zone
For this research, a case study is selected to conduct in-depth research on this specific IZ and its water
management system. The choice is made to elaborate the research on Tan Thuan Export Processing
Zone (EPZ), which is an IZ for export production and enhancing foreign investments (Dieu, et al.,
2003). The EPZ is located relatively close to the city of HCM and was the first EPZ in Vietnam
(HEPZA, 2017). Tan Thuan is an attractive industrial area and over 199 investors from 20 different
countries are located in the EPZ (table 1.1). Many different sectors are operating within the area, of
which the biggest are textile industries, mechanics, electronics and software and high-tech (table 1.2).
The EPZ is well-known for its environmental friendly management. Tan Thuan Corporation (TTC),
the IZIDC of Tan Thuan, is ambitious and willing to innovate and invest in the sustainable
development of the EPZ. They even stated to have the ambition to become the environmental
industrial pioneer of HCMC (TTC, 2017). The environmental management of the industries in HCMC
is of indispensable value in the preservation and amelioration of the vulnerable water resources of the
city, and because of Tan Thuan’s location close to the city center, the need for proper environmental
management and a good interrelation with the vulnerable water resources is extremely urgent.
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Table 1.1 Investors in Tan Thuan EPZ per
country (Tanthuan.com, 2018)

Table 1.2 Present sectors in Tan Thuan EPZ
(Tanthuan.com, 2018)

Tan Thuan is an export processing zone generally known for its proper environmental management
and compliance to environmental standards and regulations (ETM Center, 2018; EIP project, 2017;
HEPZA, 2017). TTC manages the natural resources in the area by provisioning environmental
infrastructure, such as the sewerage, a separated storm water drainage, a distribution network for water
supply and the waste water processing plants (TTC, 2017). The infrastructure development company
seems to be of great willingness to manage the water resources properly and with respect of the
environment. The company is open to new knowledge and suggestions for improvement and
development, and complies perfectly to the environmental standards of the discharged waste water
quality as stated in the decree QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT (National Technical Regulation on Industrial
Waste Water) (EIP project, 2017; ETM Center, 2018; TTC, 2017). Besides the environmental
management of TTC for the EPZ as a whole, the companies are responsible for their in-house water
management and compliance to environmental laws and policies. Most of the bigger companies in Tan
Thuan are ISO14001 certified, which sets specific requirements for the environmental management of
the businesses (Iso.org, 2018). ISO14001 certification requires an environmental department or staff
members for each company, responsible for education of staff regarding water saving and other ways
of increasing water efficiency. Previous surveys conclude that 79 companies out of the 113 surveyed
companies have environmental managers. Another 10 companies have assigned staff responsible for
environmental protection activities. The other companies however did not
have assigned
environmental staff (Dieu, 2017). As recognized by TTC, many smaller companies do not have
environmental departments or staff as such, since means and money are not available to support
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environmental staff members. In this case, staff members of other departments are often responsible
for compliance to environmental laws. This results, more often than for companies maintaining
environmental departments, in violation of environmental laws (TTC, 2017).
The water supplied to Tan Thuan origins from the Thu Duc city water plant. SAWACO, the HCMC
drinking water company, supplies fresh water to TTC. Thereafter, TTC is responsible for the
distribution of the water to the companies located in Tan Thuan, through their own supply
infrastructure (SAWACO, 2017; TTC, 2017). Several IZs and companies in HCMC still exploit
underground water resources (DONRE, 2017; HEPZA, 2017). However, for Tan Thuan licenses for
the use of wells are not provided by DONRE, since the quantity of the water supply in the area by
SAWACO is sufficient, even though water losses occur frequently by leakages in the underground
infrastructure system of SAWACO. Nevertheless, ground water quality in the southern area of HCMC
is poor due to salt water intrusion and an easily subsiding soil, so the quality is insufficient for
production processes (ETM Center, 2018; HEPZA, 2017; TTC, 2017; VCAPS, 2013). Initially, TTC
also invested in a water purification system to purify the water from the Saigon river. However, the
quality of the surface water of the Saigon river has degraded so much that it is only possible to use the
water during the rainy season when there is less salt water intrusion. This was economically not
feasible to maintain (TTC, 2017). Nevertheless, the current water supply is good and all of the
companies address the availability to a sufficient amount of water for their production processes and
human use within the company. TTC even receives more water than required from SAWACO and in
case of emergency TTC possesses a back-up tank filled with water from SAWACO. Also the good
quality of the supplied water is addressed by all of the companies within the research project. The
quality of the water is checked by TTC before distribution through their PVC pipes to the companies.
According to UACJ (2018) only one event occurred in the past four years, in which the water got
discolored. Although many companies have their in-house water purification system if continual high
quality water is required for their production processes, an event like this could have dramatic effects
on the production processes of some of the companies, such as the IC Chips produced by Mtex (2018).
However, when proper quality of the water infrastructure is assured, PVC pipes are able to last at least
50 years (Slaats, et al., 2003). As Tan Thuan was constructed in 1990, the infrastructure is of sufficient
quality.
For the quality of the waste water discharge of Tan Thuan, TTC is responsible. Therefore, TTC has a
central waste water plant and monitoring center (Map 1). Also a laboratory is present in the EPZ, in
which small parameters in the waste water can be examined (ETM Center, 2018). According to the
ETM Center (2018), TTC usually complies very well with the standards and the effluent is of
sufficient quality. The ETM Centre works closely with TTC, and often checks the quality of the waste
water of Tan Thuan for DONRE. They also found TTC very strict in its environmental management
and compliance to regulation. However, the ETM Center occasionally found illegal discharge of waste
water within Tan Thuan EPZ. The waste water got discharged by individual companies during high
tide, without proper treatment. According to the ETM Center (2018) it is nearly impossible to find out
which companies are responsible for this polluting discharge. Nevertheless, every company exceeding
a given level of pollutants in its waste water is obligated to have its own waste water processing
facility. The waste water from the companies should meet the quality standards as provided to them by
TTC, before discharged to the central waste water plant of TTC. When those limits are exceeded, an
extra fee has to be paid to TTC. This is monitored and checked by the environmental department of
TTC.
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1.4 Aim
The need for sustainable water management in IZs in Vietnam keeps growing, but the question raises
on how to properly implement this. Many academics have researched the concept of sustainable
(industrial) water management, and on how to implement all factors that are related to the industrial
water management system. For this research the IE and IWRM concepts are combined to provide a
qualitative assessment of internal and external factors that are affecting industrial water management
systems. Therefore, the aim of this explorative research is to discover if this combination of concepts
is effective for the analysis of qualitative factors that are of influence on the sustainability of water
management systems of IPs. An assessment is provided to examine the IE and IWRM tools, after
which the implications this has on the sustainability of the water management system of Tan Thuan is
elaborated. Therefore, the secondary aim is to analyze the functioning of the water management
system of Tan Thuan by qualitative factors.

1.5 Research questions
The following main research question has been defined to reach the aim of the research:
To what extent does the current water management system in Tan Thuan EPZ meet IE and IWRM
tools and principles, and what factors are affecting the development of the water management in the
IZ towards a more sustainable system?
To answer this main research questions, four sub-research questions are developed. The first three subresearch questions are devoted to the analysis of the current situation of water management in Tan
Thuan EPZ. The fourth sub-research questions elaborates on the factors that are of influence on future
development of the water management system, by taking into account the current situation as well.
The sub-research questions are defined as follows:
1. To what extent are IE and IWRM tools present in the water management system of Tan Thuan
EPZ?
2. To what extent are the IE and IWRM principles met in the water management system of Tan
Thuan EPZ?
3. What effect does the presence of IE and IWRM tools and principles in Tan Thuan EPZ have
on the sustainability of its water management system?
4. What are challenges and opportunities for Tan Thuan EPZ to make a further transition towards
more sustainable industrial water management?

1.6 Reading guide
This thesis will first elaborate on the concepts used to frame the further research, analysis and results.
In the third chapter, the case- study selection, methodology of the research concept, data collection and
analysis are outlined. Chapter four is the first empirical chapter, and contains the analysis of the
current status of the IE and IWRM tools, followed by the presence of IE and IWRM principles and
the sustainability of the water management system of Tan Thuan EPZ. The fifth chapter is the second
18

empirical chapter, elaborating on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for development
of a sustainable water management system in the EPZ and concludes with a SWOT. Thereafter, the
concluding chapter is provided, starting with the general conclusion answering the main research
question, followed by the discussion of the theoretical concepts and the used research methods. The
concluding chapters ends with further recommendations for research, policy makers, TTC and the
companies located in Tan Thuan. The references and annexes, including the list of interviewees and
the example interview guide, can be found as last components of this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Conceptual Framework
This chapter provides an elaboration on the concepts that are used to analyze the sustainability of the
water management system in Tan Thuan. In order to theoretically cover the main sustainability issues
in the water management system on the industrial and institutional level (as elaborated on in the
paragraph 1.1), in first place the concept of sustainability is covered. Thereafter, (industrial) water
management is elaborated on in a two-folded way. In first place, the concept if Industrial Ecology (IE)
is used, which is specifically focused on the sustainability within the IZ and stresses the importance
of innovative networks and the reduction of the water flow within the boundaries of the IZ. Therefore,
a concept to also cover the institutional issue with regard to the sustainability of the water management
system is analyzed by Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM). IWRM stresses the
importance of proper coordination and governance of water management on the watershed level. For
both of the concepts the principles, tools, practical implications and shortcomings are analyzed. To
conclude with, the assessment of the tools and their criteria of IE and IWRM principles is visualized in
table 2.4. To motivate the valuation used for each criteria, in-text references to clarify the valuation are
described in tables, after which the information is operationalized for the development of the valuation
in the concluding table 2.4.

2.1 Sustainability
In first place, the concept of sustainability should
be fully grasped, to be able to make a proper
analysis of the sustainability of water
management in industrial zones. The first report
to call for sustainability was Our Common
Resource Report (1987) from the World
Commission on Environment and Development
(WCED), better known as the Brundtland report.
In this report, sustainability was described as
“development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (WCED
1987). The following objectives for sustainable Figure 2.1 Sustainability criteria (Pires, et al., 2017)
development are defined:
1. Maintaining the integrity of ecosystems through the efficient management of natural
resources.
2. De-coupling environmental pressures from economic growth.
3. Improving information for decision making: Measuring progress through indicators.
4. The social and environmental interface: Enhancing the quality of life.
5. Global environmental interdependence: Improving governance and co-operation (OECD,
2001).
The concept is usually described in literature as a triangular concept, in which social, economic and
environmental sustainability processes should be integrated. This is also referred to as the triple
bottom line (see figure 2.1) (Russo, Alfredo and Fisher, 2014; Sun, et al., 2016; Zhong and Wu, 2015).
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This triple bottom line should be balanced in order to comply with the understanding of sustainability
that human life should be “healthy, productive and in harmony with nature”, and with the time
dimension of concerns for future generations (Moldan, Janoušková, and Hák, 2012). For this research
however, the conceptualization of Pires et al. (2017) is used, in which a fourth institutional
sustainability criteria is added, since part of the industrial water management issue in HCMC
(paragraph 1.1) is of institutional matter. Pires et al. (2017) define the institutional sustainability
criteria as an adequate institutional framework to promote sustainable water management. The
definition of social sustainability is described as a fairly broad one, since cultures, social and economic
conditions differ very much (Moldan, Janoušková, and Hák, 2012). In this research the definition of
Black (2004) is used, defined as “the extent to which social values, social identities, social
relationships and social institutions can continue into the future”. Human and social capital are
considered as the base of a wealthy society. In order to be socially sustainable, the maintenance of
cohesion to work towards common goals in which individual needs are met as well, needs to be
achieved. A wealthy society and individual well-being is often associated with economic growth. The
economic sustainability pillar is described in literature as two-folded. On the one hand, the focus is on
optimal resources management, in which the objective of economic growth is adopted such that
generated income for the future can be maintained. The importance of economic growth is an
universally accepted objective and policies of the past decades have been focusing mainly on
economic growth rather than sustainable development. However, the recognition of the importance of
sustainable economic development in terms of sustaining the non-renewable resources is increasing.
Scholars nowadays are focusing more and more on the physical aspects of sustainable development,
such that the access to non-renewable resources will not be diminished for future generations. This
protection of sources of raw materials correlates with the environmental sustainability pillar, which is
a resource-limited ecological economic framework. This is associated with the ‘limits to growth’
approach, addressing the issue of finite resources. Environmental sustainability is defined as “seeking
to improve human welfare by protecting the sources of raw materials used for human needs and
ensuring that the sinks for human wastes are not exceeded, in order to prevent harm to humans”
(Moldan, Janoušková, and Hák, 2012).

2.2 Industrial Ecology (IE)
A strategy described in literature to promote sustainability in industrial (water) management is the
Industrial Ecology (IE) approach. It is developed as a tool to make sustainable development
operational in an economic feasible way, as a reaction on the UN Rio Summit in 1992 (Erkman,
1997). The concept is based on the analogy between biological and industrial systems. It is defined as
“a systems-based, multidisciplinary discourse that seeks to understand emergent behavior of complex
integrated human/natural systems” (Jiao, et al., 2016). The aim of the concept is to reduce material
flows within industries, which includes the net input resources and waste stream output. Efficient
resources utilization by exchanging resources between industrial systems and industrial actors, as done
within biological systems, is the core of the concept (Leigh and Li, 2015). Therefore, especially the
economic, social and environmental sustainability are touched upon within this concept. IE is not only
used for efficient water management practices, but also waste and energy flows are being examined
and aimed to be reduced by IE principles (Fraccascia, Giannoccaro and Albino, 2017).
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2.1.1 Principles
Although different scholars seem to emphasize somewhat other principles of IE, in general the concept
is based on the following three principles:
1. The systematic view of industrial economics in relation with the biosphere.
2. The patterns of material flows inside and outside the industrial system.
3. Technological development within clusters to transform unsustainable industrial activities into
viable industrial systems (Erkman, 1997).
The main goal of the concept is to dematerialize industrial activities by promoting life cycle thinking
of the material flow. Conventional linear industrial systems in which raw materials are transformed
into waste flows, are turned into close-looped systems, as happening within ecological systems
(Ardente, et al., 2009). Directly related to this is Industrial Symbiosis (IS). Where the main concept of
IE mainly focusses on the exchange of resources within technological networks, IS focusses
specifically on the promotion of innovation for more efficient use of materials by relational networks
of knowledge sharing between actors within the industrial network (Leigh and Li, 2015). It is defined
as “traditionally separate industries in a collective approach to competitive advantage involving
physical exchange of materials, energy, water, and/or by-products” (Fraccascia, Giannoccaro and
Albino, 2017). Thus new networks, both technical and relational, between different types of industries
are created.

2.1.2 Tools for implementation within Eco-Industrial Parks (EIPs)
In order to reach the principles, several tools are described in IE literature. For this research, the main
tools for IE are defined as relational networks, technological networks and enterprise culture. The
networks and relations described before are used as a tool for the promotion of innovation, which is
considered to be a main element in the creation of symbioses between resources (Velenturf and
Jensen, 2015). Within those relational networks (see table 2.1) in which mobilization and
communication take place, relational resources are stated to be activated (Wang, Deutz and Chen,
2017). Trust is the base for these relational resources within networks, as engaging in relational and
technological exchanges increases mutual dependency (Boons and Spekkink, 2012). Trust contains the
level of trust between companies and between other actors involved. Therefore, trust is considered
very important in these types of innovation studies. The concept of trust is very broad, but has been
associated in IS literature with “overcoming motivational or behavioral barriers, consisting of the
willingness to participate in IS projects and willingness to share information with potential IS
partners”. It can be developed as a fully planned process, facilitated or totally self-organized
(Velenturf and Jensen, 2015). Therefore, the level of participation correlates for a big part with the
level of trust within the IZ, as these tools are interfering with each other. Participatory processes may
also depend on the diversity of the sectors within the area. Moreover, in a very diverse area the
willingness to share knowledge (technological, legal and ecological) between actors might be lower
due to conflicting interests and low trust amongst companies as well (Boons and Spekking, 2012). As
Wang, Deutz and Chen (2017) state, this mobilization of knowledge and relational resources can be
practically realized by enhancing the Institutional Capacity (IC), defined in table 2.1 under the tool
of institutional roles. IC results from the idea that governmental organizations and agencies are able
to respond to societal and collective issues (Wang, Deutz and Chen, 2017). It is stated that sustainable
development of IPs is enhanced by (social) learning processes of all of the actors (from separate
sectors) within the IP. But especially when diversity of the companies is high, it is stated to be difficult
to develop this collective approach of separate industries, for which IC is stated to be able to
support these cooperative processes and commitment between diverse industries (Boons and
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Spekkink, 2012). In case of little contact and information sharing of co-located companies in the IP, a
facilitator could play a significant role in the development of this relational networks and participatory
processes (Ghali, Frayret and Robert, 2016).
Another way to promote these networks of IS by geographical planning and policy is the EcoIndustrial Parks (EIPs) concept to create technological networks, as defined in table 2.1. An EIP is an
area in which networks are promoted within proximity of each other by adopting to circular
industrial systems. It is defined as “a large tract of land, sub-divided, and developed for the use of
several firms simultaneously, distinguished by its shareable infrastructure and close proximity of
firms” (Hao, et al., 2017). Within the EIP, the hardware is developed such as infrastructures for
promotion of shared waste treatment facilities, cascading, reusing, recycling, green building design
and green (production) technologies (Wang, Deutz and Chen, 2017). It is stated that development of
IS technologies starts with investment in cleaner production measures on company level, such as the
development of end-of-pipe technologies towards close-looped production processes, and
implementation of BEAT (Best Economically Attractive Technology) and BAT (Best Available
Technologies) to enhance cleaner production (Beloborodko and Rosa, 2015; Tran et al., 2003).
Although those measures on company level can complement the IS technologies, it is also stated that
they can interfere. By exchanging byproducts within the IS concept, the aim is to reduce costs. This
however does not stimulate to invest in cleaner production technologies, for which less by products are
produced (Beloborodko and Rosa, 2015). Within the IE concept, the community of businesses within
the proximity of the boundaries of an EIP collaborate to enhance environmental, social and economic
performances, with the underlying assumption that the sum of benefits of collaboration is higher than
working solely (Jiao, et al., 2016). Waste and by-products of firms are used as input for other firms,
generating resources efficient processes and economic benefits within a circular production
system, aiming to improve resource sustainability by reducing the material flow by this closed-loop
efficiency (Velenturf and Jensen, 2015). Several planning methods can be used to enhance the
development of EIPs. It is stated that organic growth, solely through bottom-up processes, is a
favorable development, although few examples of this self-organized EIP exist. Most commonly the
development of EIPs is to a greater or lesser extent governmentally steered, making use of different
forms of governmental instruments and empowerment, societal input and joint initiatives of
government and companies (Leeuwen, Vermeulen and Glasbergen, 2003). This governmental
involvement can range from fully planned planning processes to facilitating forms, and is dependent
on the institutional capacity. The factors that are influencing the presence of the criteria and tools of IE
are defined as visualized in table 2.1. These factors are used to develop the valuation of the criteria
(table 2.4).
Table 2.1 Factors of influence on the criteria for the tools for a sustainable water management system

Tools

criteria

Factors of influence on criteria

Technological
networks

Presence of circular systems

Shared waste water facility
In-house infrastructures to promote circularity
Shared infrastructures to promote circularity
Investments in green technologies and measures on
company level (BAT/BEAT)
Investments in end-of pipe technologies/closed-loop
technologies
Willingness to participate
Willingness to share knowledge

Presence of green
technologies

Relational
networks

Trust
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(Willingness for)
Knowledge sharing
Participation

Institutional roles

Collective approach and
collaboration of separate
industries (within EPZ)
Institutional Capacity

Mutual dependency (between all actors)
Similarity of interests of different industries
Level of trust
Trust
Diversity of sectors
Collaboration between sectors
Collective environmental action
Facilitator
Mobilization of knowledge
Creation of relational resources

2.1.3 Practical implementation
Several practical implications for water utilization in an EIP are defined, of which the first one is the
cascading of water. This means that water of different quality requirements is used for different water
demands. It is a step-wise approach, evolving from high quality to lower water quality (like a
cascade). The second principle for water use in IE is the use of waste water as production material,
which means that waste water (treated or untreated) is reused as raw material for production of new
products. A third feature is the reuse of wastewater after treatment (recycling). Water substitution is
used as fourth principles for water use in IE, for which plentiful water of a region is used instead of
scarce water, so that the quantity of scarce water will be saved. The last principle is based on the
sharing of waste water treatment facilities, which can be developed by joined companies building a
waste water treatment facility. The underlying assumption is that construction and utilization costs for
individual companies can be saved by doing so (Liu and Zhang, 2012). However, the importance of a
wider look at possible driving forces and tools for efficient water utilization based on IE principles is
addressed by several scholars. Factors mentioned are for example industrial policy, the local
conditions of resources and environment and technical support options by the monitoring of data
(further discussed within the IWRM concept) (Jia et al., 2016; Liu and Zhang, 2012). The enterprise
culture is especially of importance for this research, for which a green culture and thus the present
(environmental) knowledge and awareness within the company are of great value, as an advanced
enterprise culture and knowledge proved to be vital in the development of green technologies in
previous research. For this case, the technological, legal and environmental knowledge is assumed to
be important (as described in paragraph 2.1.2). Moreover, willingness to adapt to and promote clean
utilization practices and green technologies can make a significant difference in the development
towards sustainability (Jia et al., 2016). The types of technologies or activities in which companies
might be willing to invest are divided as assumed in paragraph 2.1.2, ranking from simple
technologies to BAT (Best Available Technologies) and high-end technologies.
Table 2.2 Factors of influence on the criteria for the tools for a sustainable water management system

Tools

criteria

Factors of influence on criteria

Enterprise
culture

(Environmental) Knowledge
and awareness
Willingness to adapt to green
technologies

Level of technological knowledge, legal and
ecological knowledge
Willingness to invest in technologies
Types of technologies to invest in
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2.1.3 Shortcomings and critics
As stated before, the IE concept stresses mainly the quantitative data, since one of its main principles
is the reduction of the quantity of water and material flows. Quantitative assessments are done, such as
the LCA and WFA, but broader assessments including valuable qualitative data are still lacking
(Mantese and Amaral, 2016). Also research by economic geographers on innovation of water
management in industrial zones focusses on the quantitative dimension of the concept. Velenturf and
Jensen (2015) argue that a qualitative understanding of social factors that can benefit innovation
within the proximity of industrial networks is missing. This however can be very important to better
understand failure within those networks. It is stated by Fraccascia, Giannoccaro and Albino (2017)
that industrial networks implementing IE practices are highly vulnerable for disturbances, affecting the
feasibility of the relationships within the networks. Since economic benefits are the biggest driver for
firms to collaborate in symbiotic networks, the occurrence of such disturbances in economic benefits
diminish the strength of the networks. This decreases resiliency of the symbiotic networks and of the
effectiveness of the IS concept. Thus for individual industries, currently the integration of tools and
practices of IE could be better and easier practically realized at factory level than on the IZ level (Jiao,
et al., 2016). Therefore, a broader understanding of social factors affecting or promoting network
constructions within an IZ is deemed very important.
As stressed in this paragraph, for both sustainable network constructions as for sustainable economic
growth, a broader understanding of qualitative factors is deemed helpful in better understanding the
effectiveness of IE practices. Also Geng and Yi (2006) argue that in order to provide a sustainable
water management system in industrial zones, a broad approach is needed. Jia et al. (2016) and Liu
and Zhang (2012) stress that IE should be assessed in a systematic way, including cultural, political
and structural factors as well. However, albeit necessity of an understanding of broader forces is
acknowledged, assessing these factors is barely done. These external forces are however inherently
connected to the sustainability of the water management system, and an analysis of them is
indispensable to ensure “sustainable water management”. Thus a broader way of looking at external
factors affecting the water management issue on the industrial level is deemed necessary. This is what
the IWRM approach focuses on by aiming for the right external coordination and governance
processes to deal with water management issues (paragraph 2.2).

2.2 Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM)
The Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) approach was developed and taken into
practice in the late 1980s. It is stated to be an umbrella concept in which several principles are
developed in order to coordinate and govern the sustainable management of water resources (Pires, et
al., 2017). The approach was derived from the increasing pressure to preserve resources, which
required new decision- making models, and is defined as “ a process which promotes the coordinated
development and management of water, land and related resources in order to maximize economic and
social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems and
the environment” (Dukhovny, Sokolov and Ziganshina, 2013; GWP, 2000). Old-fashioned top-down
approaches are not suitable anymore for the increasing complex water management issues, in which
multiple stakeholders of all levels of society are involved. IWRM was developed to integrate all those
actors and provide a systematic approach to solve complex water issues. Within this systematic
approach, the focus of IWRM is mainly dedicated to the social, environmental and institutional
sustainability pillar, since all actors and factors related to water issues within the ecological unit of a
watershed are aimed to be taken into consideration and connected with each other within the right
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enabling environment (Dukhovny, Sokolov and Ziganshina, 2013; Geng and Yi, 2006). Because of its
broad application, the approach is widely accepted by international organizations, such as the World
Bank, the International Water Management Institute, Global Water Partnership, United Nations, etc.
(GWP, 2000; Saravanan, McDonald and Mollinga, 2009; UN, 2004).

2.2.1 Principles
The concept of IWRM is based on the four Dublin Principles (Dublin Statement on Water and
Sustainable Development), developed during the Dublin conference in 1992 as preparatory conference
for the Rio United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). The aim of the
conference was to define sustainable water policies. The principles are defined as follows:
1. The “ecological principle”, requiring the holistic management of water;
2. The “institutional principle”, requiring that management be participatory, with responsibility
“at the lowest appropriate level”, and with greater involvement of NGOs and the private sector
and women; and
3. The “instrument principle”, requiring that water be managed as an economic resource
(Briscoe, 1997)
Main focus of IWRM is the integration between several aspects of the water management issue, such
as water quantity and quality, land and water management, governance and technical management,
economic and environmental needs, etc. It is highly desirable that this integration of aspects is
complemented with the involvement and contribution of all actors involved. Due to the complexity of
many water management issues, the participation of different groups of stakeholders is highly needed.
Thus single-sector management and planning for water resources is not functional anymore and needs
to be converted into cross-sectoral collaborations (GWP, 2000; Ludwig, Slobbe and Cofino, 2014;
Pires, et al., 2017). The underlying assumption of this orientation on collaborative processes is based
on Habermas communicative rationality theory, in which he focusses on building common
understanding and coordinated actions through consensus, cooperation and reasoned argumentation
(Acheampong, Swilling and Uruma, 2016).

2.2.2 Tools for implementation
In order to reach environmental, social and economic sustainability, facilitation of the right enabling
environment, management instruments and institutional roles and arrangements are key features in the
development of IWRM (see figure 2.2) (Mersha, et al., 2016; Romer, 2014).

Figure 2.2 Framework for IWRM (GWP, 2000)
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The role of the government should unfold as enabler and regulator (steering) and service provider to
do so. In first place, the right enabling environment is necessary to ensure the rights of all stakeholders
involved and enable them to participate in water management practices. This means both bottom-up
and top-down participation of all involved parts of civil society, such as private organization, NGOs,
community based organizations, etc. (GWP, 2000). These participatory processes can only take place
if strong communication channels are present and if policies are clear (Pires, et al., 2016). Therefore,
legislation in order to enforce desired actions by non-governmental actors should be coherent and
comprehensive. However, solely legislation is not sufficient. Considerable time and means have to be
dedicated to implement and enforce this legislation (GWP, 2000). This is outlined in table 2.3 under
the policies tool. A second tool for effective implementation of IWRM are the institutional roles. A
clear role of institutions and organizations at various administrative levels is the first criteria for this
tool, and is defined as the creation of an organizational framework (GWP, 2000; Mersha, et
al., 2016) (table 2.3). A lack of clearness of responsibilities between actors, lacking co-ordination
systems, jurisdictional gaps and failure to match responsibilities, authority and capacity for action are
stated to be major constraints when implementing IWRM. Therefore, all agencies involved in a water
management issue are to be considered while creating an organizational framework. Also political
structures, stage of development of an area, financial and human resources and other local
circumstances have to be taken into account. Strong co-ordination mechanisms have to be in place in
order the organize all of the actors involved, both organized within bottom-up and top-down
structures, depending on the scale the actors operate on (GWP, 2000; UN, 2004). Also civil society
has to be encouraged to participate, but exact roles are to be defined depending on the local
circumstances. Another part of the institutional roles is Institutional Capacity (IC) building as also
mentioned within the IE concept, which involves according to the GWP (2000) “empowering and
equipping people and organizations with appropriate tools and sustainable resources to solve their
problems, rather than attempting to fix such problems directly”. This can be reached through training,
education and provisioning of information, complemented with incentives to change practices.
As third tool to reach sustainability in IWRM, management instruments are deemed important as a
set of operational instruments for the collection of data and water allocation, and can be seen as
toolbox for decision makers (GWP, 2000; Mersha, et al., 2016). The proper collection and monitoring
of water quantity and quality data in a digital database is of great importance to make rational
decisions for future development. Also demand management and social change instruments are
stated to be important management instruments. Moreover, regulatory instruments and economic
instruments are useful for steering in the right direction (UN, 2004). Economic tools can be used as
water allocation mechanism, to steer the water demand. The goal is to price water as its full cost
recovery by not only including the
economic
externalities
in
the
calculation of the water price, but also
include
the
environmental
externalities, as visualized in figure
2.3. Environmental externalities exist
out of costs for public health and the
costs for ecosystem and resources
maintenance. By doing so, it is
claimed that water can be better
allocated (GWP, 2000).

Figure 2.3 Principles for pricing water (GWP, 2000)
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The factors that are of influence on the valuation of the IWRM tools and their criteria are defined as
visualized in table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Factors of influence on the criteria for the tools for a sustainable water management system

Tools

Criteria

Factors of influence on criteria

Relational
networks

Participation

Policies

Enabling/stimulating

Strong communication channels between all
levels and actors
Bottom-up and top-down
Clear policies
Strong communication channels
Enabling bottom-up and top-down processes
Coherence and comprehensiveness of regulation
Enforcement (of legislation and regulation)
Clearness of responsibilities of all actors
Effectiveness of co-ordination system
Matching responsibilities, authorities and capacity
for action
Accountancy of specific circumstances
Provisioning of knowledge, training and
incentives for change
Mobilization capacity of actors involved
Effectiveness of demand and social change
management
Effectiveness of economic tools
Water pricing at full cost recovery
Proper digital data collection
Monitoring for better water allocation

Regulating (legislation)
Institutional
roles

Organizational framework

Institutional Capacity

Management
instruments

Demand/social change management
and economic tools

Data/information management

2.2.3 Practical implementation in Industrial Parks
Geng and Yi (2006) describe as one of the few scholars main elements for IWRM in IZs. The first
main element for practical implementation stressed by them is proper policy and regulations, as
suitable policies and regulations are a requirement for implementation of IWRM on the industrial
level. Integration of issues broader than water management only, including social, economic and other
environmental issues, should be included in order to develop an integrated approach at the industrial
level. Four strategies are stated to be required, namely supply management, demand management,
efficiency management and emission management (regulation). The second element is described as
economic instruments and derives from the idea that water should be allocated better by treating water
as an economic resource. Prices, quotas, effluent charges and incentives for the development of water
technologies are important instruments in water conservation at the industrial level. The third essential
element for the practical implementation of IWRM in industrial zones is described as capacity
building. It includes community participatory processes, promoting desired policy environments and
strengthening human resources, institutions and management systems. Needs and conditions of the
industrial zone are reflected by the development of capacity as such (Geng and Yi, 2006). Also this
argumentation is built upon Habermas’ communicative rationality theory, as described in paragraph
2.2. The last element described by Geng and Yi (2006) is a computer based information system, for
organizing processes for decision-makers. Such a management information system (MIS) provides
mathematical modelling tools for water allocation and reuse options, in order to strategically manage
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water resources in the industrial zones. This model developed by Geng and Yi (2006) is effective to
keep in mind while assessing the sustainability of the water management system in Tan Thuan, as
these are the only scholar elaborating on the IWRM concept and its external environment of influence
on the IP level.

2.2.4 Shortcomings and critics
As described in the previous paragraph, the concept of IWRM can be used in a great variety of
contexts and is used as a holistic and often qualitative approach to water management issues. This allinclusive character seems to include all aspects of water management issues, but has been criticized
for its flexibility as well. A lack of a clear definition and a standard measure to track success is used
by criticist against the concept (Acheampong, Swilling and Urama, 2016). It is stated that the
concept, although consensus of necessity of the theoretical concept is still increasing, is too vague in
practice. This vagueness especially applies to the question on how to integrate all the features of the
concept for practical implementation, since the concept is mainly focusing on (external) coordination
and governance processes (Biswas, 2004; Mersha, et al., 2016; Saravanan, McDonald and Mollinga,
2009). Due to its lack of practicability, it is stated that the concept should be better promoted through a
more inclusive approach to water resource management (Mersha, et al., 2016). To overcome this
vagueness and propose a more practical concept and operationalization Acheampong, Swilling
and Urama (2016) propose a decoupling strategy for IWRM, as also stated by the OECD (2001) to be
one of the objectives for effective environmental sustainability. Decoupling focusses just as IE on
resource efficiency by decoupling economic growth and environmental degradation through efficiency
of resource use and production and reducing waste flows and pollution. While the concept of IWRM
focusses more on communicative rationality and legitimacy through participatory processes, it is
stated that the concept can be clarified and operationalized better by implementing these decoupling
strategies, for which in this research the concept of IE is implemented in the model.

2.3 Conclusion
The IE and IWRM concepts complement each other in the search to find the main implications of
sustainable industrial water management. IE focuses on the IZ level, providing concrete and
practically realizable tools for implementation at companies. This however is also its shortcoming,
since a broader view of external (institutional) factors affecting innovation, the technological and the
social network construction within the IZ is lacking. This broader and all-inclusive view is provided
by IWRM, focusing on coordination and governance structures to enable and enforce sustainable
water management at the watershed level. However, practical measures for companies are hard to
clearly define as the concept is difficult to practically realize (whereas IE provides clear tools for
practical internal applications). Cross-sectoral collaboration and participatory processes are of
importance in both of the concepts. They are focused solely on (cross-sectoral) collaborative
processes within the boundaries of the IZs in IE literature, while IWRM literature focuses on involved
of actors on all levels. Also the importance of institutional roles and capacity is recognized in both of
the concepts, albeit the geographical focus again is dissimilar, since IWRM focusses on forces
affecting specific water management issues (such as industrial water management) out of a broader
coordination and governance perspective. Therefore, it is stated that combining both of the concepts,
their strengths and shortcomings, can provide a holistic view of internal and external tools that are
improving the sustainability of the industrial water management system. To do so, the main tools for
sustainable industrial management according to IE and IWRM principles are defined in the following
table, related to their specific criteria. The specific criteria of each of the tools are used for the
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development of the interview framework (Annex B) and thus the assessment of the sustainability of
water management in Tan Thuan. Also the attribute values for measurement of the specific criteria for
each tool are operationalized out of literature. The valuation is defined as none, low, medium or high,
specified for each criteria as visualized in table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Valuation per criteria for each tool for a sustainable water management system

Tools

Criteria

Int.
IE

Technological
networks

Presence of
circular systems

V

Ext.
IWRM

Attribute values

Low: Shared waste water facilities
Medium: Shared waste water facilities and inhouse
cascading/reusing/recycling facilities

Presence of green
technologies

High: Shared waste water facilities and shared water use
facilities (cascading, reusing, recycling at the IP level = close
looped efficiency)
Low: Easy realizable technologies, such as automatic water
taps and inhouse recycling

V

Medium: Investments in improving production
technologies/BEAT technologies

Enterprise culture

(Environmental)
Knowledge and
awareness

High: Closed loop production technologies/BAT technologies
and green building design
Low: Knowledge about environmental regulations and
policies, but lacking deeper ecological understanding

V

Medium: Deeper understanding of ecological system and
natural resources, technological knowledge lacking

Relational networks

Willingness to
adapt to green
technologies

V

Willingness for
knowledge
sharing

V

Trust

High: Good understanding of ecological system and natural
resources and technological knowledge
Low: Little willingness to invest, but eager to learn
Medium: Willingness to invest in cheap technologies/options
High: Willingness to invest in high end technologies
Low: Conflicting interests and low trust cause unwillingness
Medium: Similar interests, but low trust
High: Trust and similar interests, although possibly diverse
patchwork of industries, cause great willingness
Low: Willingness to participate, but not to share knowledge

V

Medium: Willingness to participate and share knowledge
between (some) companies and mutual dependency

Participation

V

V

High: Willingness to participate and share knowledge
between all involved actors (public/private), relational
resources activated
Low: Occasionally participation between companies, low trust
Medium: Strong participatory processes between companies,
relational resources activated (trust)

Collective
approach and
collaboration of
separate industries
and sectors

V

High: Bottom-up and top-down processes with strong
communication channels between all stakeholders (between
all sectors)
Low: Occasionally sectoral environmental action
Medium: Cross-sectoral participation for environmental
action, no shared technologies, with/without facilitator
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(within EPZ)

Institutional roles

High: Strong cross-sectoral participation for environmental
actions and shared technologies, strong facilitator involved

Organizational
framework

V

Low: Responsibilities of authorities and companies unclear,
lacking co-ordination system
Medium: Responsibilities of government and companies
clear, but good co-ordination system lacking

Institutional
capacity

V

V

High: Well-functioning co-ordination system, good match of
responsibilities, authorities and capacity, in relation with
specific circumstances
Low: Few organizations and businesses able to take
(collaborative) environmental action due to insufficient
knowledge and incentives
Medium: Governmental steered mobilization of organizations
and businesses for environmental action, training and
educational activities organized

Management
instruments

Demand/ social
change
management and
economic tools

V

High: Sufficient knowledge for self-organized mobilization of
organizations and businesses for environmental action
Low: Ineffective demand/social change management and
economic tools
Medium: Demand and social change management, but not at
full efficiency and effectiveness

Data/information
management

V

High: Functional social change instruments and economic
tools (water price at full cost recovery, quotas, effluent
charges, incentives for development of water saving
technologies)
Low: No proper collection of data, no digital database
Medium: Digital database, no proper monitoring for future
development

Policies

Enabling/stimulati
ng

V

V

High: Functional digital data base and monitoring for future
development
Low: Policies vague and ineffective, no proper
communicatory channels
Medium: Effective policies for top-down implementation, but
not fully clear & bottom-up processes and communication
difficult

Regulating
(legislation)

V

High: Easy to follow and highly effective policies, promoting
bottom-up processes and enabling participation on all levels
Low: Unclear regulation / legislation
Medium: Clear regulation/legislation, but lacking
enforcement
High: Coherent and comprehensive regulation/legislation,
high level of enforcement
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Chapter 3 Methodology
This chapter explains the scientific approaches that are used for the collection and analysis of the data.
In first place it is important to address that this study is a qualitative study. Literature research is used
to conceptualize the theoretical explanation of sustainable industrial water management. Afterwards,
the operationalization of the theoretical concepts is used to further develop the assessment of the IE
and IWRM tools and their criteria. The further research framework is developed with regard to these
tools and the assessment of their criteria, in order to analyze the factors influencing the sustainability
of the water management system in Tan Thuan. The chapter first explains the choice of case-study
area, followed by an elaboration on the used approach with regard to the collected data. The chapter
concludes with the methodology used for the data analysis.

3.1 Case-study
The choice of the case-study of Tan Thuan EPZ has been made in first place since this research is part
of the ENTIRE research project, which is a collaborative research project of Wageningen University
and Van Lang University (HCMC). The project aim is to enhance sustainable industrial development
by optimizing the industrial fresh water use. The project focusses on three industrial zones, of which
Tan Thuan EPZ is one. Especially Tan Thuan EPZ is an interesting case, as the EPZ is located
relatively close to the city center, which increases the need for proper industrial water and
environmental management. Moreover, the management board of Tan Thuan (TTC) is very willing to
improve and innovate its water management system and to cooperate in the research project.
Therefore, the choice has been made for this study to focus on Tan Thuan EPZ as unit of analysis,
which makes the research a case-study design. Since a case study enables to capture a holistic essence
of the phenomenon studied, this is an effective methodology for answering the research questions as
visualized in paragraph 1.5 (Noor, 2008). Single setting dynamics are able to be analyzed within a
case study, captured by multiple data collection methods (as described in paragraph 3.2). As
Eisenhardt (1989) stresses, the effectiveness of a case study research is highest for studies aiming to
provide description, test theory or generate theory. As the aim of this study is in first place to test
theory, and secondly to provide a description of the situation of the water management system of Tan
Thuan, a case study design is deemed highly effective for this research.

3.2 Data collection
For this research a total of 17 face-to-face and semi-structured interviews is collected, complemented
by one written interview, which was send by email (Table 3.1). The interviewees were selected
through desk research in first place. Important actors and organizations were identified previous to the
fieldwork. Moreover, we got many contacts through our colleagues at Van Lang University (HCMC)
and through snowball-sampling, whereby interviewees brought us in contact with new respondents.
Since we conducted our research before the Vietnamese end of the year, many respondents were busy.
But thanks to the help of TTC, we got in contact with several new respondents within Tan Thuan.
Since the interviews were conducted in collaboration with a fellow student, not all parts of the
interviews have the same level of relevance for this specific research, and therefore the analysis of the
research results is only based on the relevant answers for this study. This study is mainly focused on
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the interviews with local authorities, companies and the industrial management company (TTC).
However, the other interviews are expert interviews providing in-depth knowledge about specific
factors that affect the water management of the companies and TTC, and internally validate the
information given by the companies.
Table 3.1 Interviews

Interviewees
Environmental experts (consultants)
Local government
DONRE (2)
HEPZA (1)
National government
MONRE (1)
Water supply company
SAWACO (1)
Industrial management company
Tan Thuan Corporation (1)
Industrial companies
Tanaka
Futaba
UACJ
Mtex
CXtech
Nidec Tosok
Nidec Tosok Akiba
UNIDO Eco-Industrial Park initiative
(EIP project)
Environment and Technology Management
Center (ETM Center)
HCMC Environmental Protection Fund
(HEPF) (written interview)
Total

Number of
interviews
2
3

1
1
1
7

1
1
1
18

To increase internal validity of the collected data as much as possible, the data is collected triangularly
(‘t Hart, Boeije and Hox, 2009). Semi-structured interviews were used to collect in-depth information
by using open-ended questions (Annex B). By using semi-structured interviews, the possibility was
there to extend questions and subjects and probe according to personal input of the interviewee, as
approached by Louise Barriball and While (1994). And as ‘t Hart, Boeije and Hox (2009) suggest, by
maintaining the same structure, the reliability of the information, without missing on certain points, is
assured as much as possible. Since many different types of actors were interviewed (Table 3.1), the
interview framework was adapted and adjusted several times in order to correlate with the in-depth
knowledge of each specific interviewee. Nevertheless, within this adaptation processes the same
structure of topics was assured for each interview, in order to not miss on information and make an
easier comparison between interviews during the analysis, as proposed by Cohen, Manion and
Morrison (2000). Since the interviews took place in Vietnam, the language barrier was reduced as
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much as possible by hiring a professional translator in case of insufficient proficiency of the English
language to provide sufficient in-depth information in English. In order to further increase the
reliability of the data, existing documents and literature about the research area and research topic
were used to check on facts. Also legal documents were consulted where ever deemed necessary, to
provide in-depth knowledge and fill up knowledge gaps about laws, decrees, circulars and other legal
information. As third research method, on site observations were done to validate information
provided by the respondents, with regard to the waste water treatment facilities, types of companies
and waste water discharge.

3.3 Data analysis
During the interviews recordings were made of the conversations by phone, in order to avoid the loss
of data. All of the interviews, except for the one send by email, were literally transcribed as soon as
possible after the interview took place. Afterwards, the transcribed interviews were coded manually
by using color schemes to underline specific themes and subjects. Each specific theme and subject was
denoted with a specific color scheme, in order to avoid confusion and credibility loss of the collected
data, as described by ‘t Hart, Boeije and Hox, (2009). The main themes, grouped as the IE and IWRM
tools, were used as guide to write down the results, in which the subjects were divided and related to
each other. The results in chapter 4 are the analysis of the current situation of the water management
system in Tan Thuan, elaborating on the IWRM and IE tools and their criteria present in the area, and
the factors of influence on these tools. After elaboration of the IWRM and IE tools and criteria, a
concluding analysis is provided of the current state of sustainability with regard to principles of the
concepts. By grouping the factors influencing the absence and/or presence of the IE and IWRM tools
and criteria afterwards, the main barriers for a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan are
conducted as visualized in model 4.1. Chapter 5 further elaborates on opportunities found in Tan
Thuan to deal with those barriers in the future, and on threats for the development of a sustainable
water management system. This is visualized in a SWOT analysis, as described in the following
paragraph.

3.3.1. SWOT
The conclusion of the results is visualized in a SWOT analysis. A SWOT analysis is an effective tool
to systematically analyze information, diagnose problems and make opportunities for the future
comprehensible, after which effective strategies can be developed to reach the goal. The approach
originates from strategic planning in business development, but is now a popular tool to expose
opportunities and challenges for sustainable development of a region as well (Terrados, Almonacid
and Hontoria, 2007). Therefore, the SWOT is deemed effective for this research. Moreover, the tool
enables to include conditions that are lacking in the assessment strategy of the IE and IWRM concepts,
as further elaborated on in paragraph 6.2. In the SWOT, the strengths and weaknesses are based on the
current situation (as elaborated on in chapter 4). The opportunities and threats are systematically
applying the implications of the current situation on the future, and therefore expose opportunities and
threats for developing a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan.
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Chapter 4 Status Quo
This chapter provides the analysis and assessment of the sustainability tools of IE and IWRM by a
qualitative analysis of the criteria for each tool and the factors affecting them. The tools consist out of
technological networks, relational networks, the enterprise culture, the institutional organization,
management instruments and policies. Each tool contains several specific criteria, which are
individually analyzed and assessed. The factors influencing those criteria are also addressed, as
visualized in table 4.1. By addressing these factors, opportunities and challenges for future
development can be better addressed (chapter 5). After the assessment of the tools and criteria, the
implications on the principles of IE and IWRM are analyzed with regard to the sustainability of the
water system (including its four sustainability criteria: environmental, social, economic and
institutional). To conclude with, the main barriers of the water management system for Tan Thuan are
exposed, as derived from the factors of influence visualized table 4.1.

4.1 Technological networks
The technological network tool contains the presence of circular technological systems (both on
company level and IZ level) and the presence of other non-circular, but green technologies on
company level. As stated before, TTC is responsible for the waste water processing of Tan Thuan, and
manages this by its eight central waste water plants divided over the Tan Thuan area as visualized in
map 4.1. The waste water processing system is centralized and receives the waste water from all of the
companies. Since 2003, the maximum capacity of the waste water plant is 15.000m3 p/day, whereas
the average discharge of the companies is 11.000m3 p/day. The waste water quality should meet the
national standards (QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT, National Technical Regulation on Industrial Waste
Water) after processing, meeting so-called B-column quality before being discharged back into nature
(A-column water can be processed for drinking water purposes). As addressed before, TTC complies
very well with these standards. However, illegal discharge at company level is occasionally found.
Water is cheap, of good quality and sufficient water is available for the companies in Tan Thuan. Due
to the good water supply system within the EPZ, the overall feeling of availability of unlimited water
resources is prevailing at the participating companies. Reducing the amount of used water is not
persuasive to most of the companies, other than to comply with ISO or national regulations and reduce
costs. Most of the companies do not have advanced technologies for water saving or water efficiency.
Futaba (2018) does not apply any water saving techniques. Technologies that were encountered are
limited to automatic water taps (Nidec Tosok 2018; Nidec Tosok Akiba 2018; Tanaka 2018). The
reusing of high quality water however is also implemented by Mtex and UACJ for the cooling down
of machines. Moreover, Mtex also recycles (reuse waste water after purification) part of the water
from the IC chip factory for the flushing of toilets. Also Cxtech states to recycle part of its waste water
for this purpose. The water use is also stated to be reduced by awareness raising under employees in
all of the companies (paragraph 4.3). All of the companies stress the underlying purpose of saving
water as cost reduction methodology. Moreover, compliance to ISO14001 is stressed as important
driving force, since it is stated within this standard to improve water efficiency by using technologies
and education of employees (Iso.org, 2018; UACJ, 2018). Although TTC does acknowledge the
importance of water efficiency and the need for future improvements, the company is currently not
involved in activities regarding efficient water use or reducing water demand (TTC, 2017).
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Map 4.1. 8 Central Waste Water Processing plants in Tan Thuan (Tan Thuan Corporation, 2017)

Conclusion
TTC manages the shared waste water facility of Tan Thuan, which increases the water processing
efficiency. The water at the shared waste water processing plant is processed well and complies with
the standards for waste water discharge, although sometimes illegal discharge at company level does
occur. Inhouse recycling techniques at company level are rare but occasionally present, mostly with
regard to the cooling down of machines and the flushing of toilets. Other water saving activities are
mainly dedicated to the raising of awareness by employees, in order to comply with the ISO 14001
standard and reduce costs. Thus when the assessment of the presence of circular systems is
elaborated, Tan Thuan EPZ scores medium since a shared waste water facility is present and to a
lower extent recycling techniques at company level. TTC is currently not involved in the development
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of other green technologies to increase water efficiency, although willingness to do so is there. Also
other forms of green technologies at the companies were barely found, except for the implementation
of automatic water taps, which is stimulated by ISO 14001 standardization as well. Therefore, Tan
Thuan scores low on the presence of green technologies, which is stated to be mainly an effect of the
cost those technologies bring. However, lacking knowledge and understanding of the importance of
these technologies might also play a role in their little presence. To conclude, there is a lot to improve
with regard to the presence of the criteria for the technological network tool in the development of a
sustainable water management system. Therefore, the criteria are currently of insufficient quality to
properly maintain its tool.

4.2 Enterprise culture
The second tool, the right enterprise culture for the investment in new and green technologies, consist
according to IE literature out of two main implications. The first one is the (environmental) knowledge
and awareness on company level, consisting out of technological, environmental and legislative
knowledge and awareness about the ecological systems and the limitedness of natural resources. The
second implication is the willingness of companies to adapt to green technologies and correlates with
the knowledge and awareness, but is mainly related to willingness to invest.
Many companies within Tan Thuan are owned and managed by international investors, which clarifies
a substantial part of the culture of the companies within the EPZ. The majority of the companies are
Japanese owned. As an expert (ETM Center, 2018) addressed, Japanese companies tend to be very
strict in their environmental management and therefore is their willingness to invest in sustainable
water management greater than at local companies. Also Nidec Tosok (2018) addressed this
environmental awareness of Japanese company boards. As experts (EIP project, 2017) stressed,
companies in industrial zones in Vietnam can roughly be divided into three categories. The first
category contains international operating companies under direct foreign investment, usually
appointed as multinational companies. The second category are the local companies working directly
with international companies. The third category are pure locally operating companies. The
international operating companies tend to have higher environmental standards than the national
standards of the Vietnamese government. The environmental awareness of these companies is thus
higher and more money and means is dedicated to green technologies. Also the second category
companies usually have to comply to the standards of the international companies, thus are more
willing to invest in green technologies. The third category however does not have much of an
incentive (and means) to apply or invest in green technologies (EIP project, 2017). Thus
internationally operating companies or companies producing under international standards, have
clearly a bigger interest in investments in sustainable operating technologies and management. For
Tan Thuan, most of the companies are operating under international mother companies, of which most
of them are Japanese or Taiwanese. Many of the companies are working on the environmental
awareness of the employees, by the use of amongst others posters to make employees aware of the
importance of water saving and education on water saving by training classes, usually provided for
beginning employees. For CXtechnology, these training classes are not repeated, but it is the
responsibility of the managers to keep their staff updated. UACJ repeats the training classes regularly,
mainly because of ISO14001 regulations. Also Nidec Tosok Akiba states to repeat training classes
annually to create awareness on water efficiency. For Tanaka, no training classes are provided, as
employees are expected to educate themselves about the environmental by the internet. The motivation
for these activities is mainly due to ISO standardization and the international management boards that
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expect them to deploy activities to reduce the water use. Deeper environmental understanding of water
resources and water saving technologies however seems to be lacking, as the overall feeling is present
of inexhaustible water supply and resources. Although many of the companies have environmental
departments or staff, awareness and knowledge about environmental laws and regulation is, except for
UACJ, provided by consultancy companies as well. The involvement of companies in other
environmental friendly activities is nihil.
When assessing the willingness of companies in Tan Thuan to adapt to innovative and green
technologies, many of the companies were hesitating and suspicious about it. Economic concerns
seem to dominate the general feeling about new investments. Also the fear of losing the quality of the
water after the use of recycling techniques is named often as reason to not invest in recycling
technologies (CXtech, 2018; Futaba, 2018; Mtex, 2018; UACJ, 2018). However, the companies admit
to lack knowledge about green and innovative technologies, which seem to affect their willingness
towards innovation as well. This also is an effect of the economic stability of the companies in the
EPZ. Economic stability in IZs in Vietnam is not always assured (DONRE a, 2017; ETM Center,
2018; HEPZA, 2017; University of Transport, 2017; Consultant, 2017). This is also appointed as a
point of concern for the companies in Tan Thuan. According to TTC (2017) companies located in Tan
Thuan deviate in their economic strength and stability. This also affects the environmental
management of the companies. As stated before, the smaller companies usually having less means and
money to invest in new technologies or knowledge development, do not have an environmental
department or staff. This results in lagging behind in their environmental awareness, knowledge and
consequently willingness to adopt to green technologies. Moreover, some of these companies also
have outdated technologies due to insufficient budget to invest in new ones, while others such as
CXtech (2018) are very willing to invest in cleaner technologies and improve their water management,
especially when this provides cost reduction or (short-term) benefits (TTC, 2017). TTC addresses the
importance of governmental support in order to improve the economic stability within the IZ. This
currently forms a barrier in the further sustainable development of the water management system, as
part of the companies seems ready to invest and further develop their sustainable water management,
while others are not ready to do so due to their economic status. Therefore, governmental support is
stated to support increasing the economic stability (TTC, 2017).
“Currently I don’t really think it is necessary. Because I told you before, previously we have already
considered this, but we don’t see the profit it will bring to compensate for the cost.” (Mrs. Bui Ngoc,
Nidec Tosok Akiba, 2018)
Not only the economic instability of companies plays a role in the suspiciousness for new
technologies. Concerns about the increase in cost and space consuming technologies are mentioned
several times as well (Futaba, 2018; Tanaka, 2018; UACJ, 2018). As stated in paragraph 4.1, the main
objective for the companies to decrease the water use is to reduce costs and comply to ISO 140001
standardization. This focus on cost reduction not only applies to water utilization, but the whole way
of thinking of the companies is based on cost reduction for the short term benefit and this is appointed
as the reason why companies do barely invest in new and cleaner technologies. Prices of technologies
are high and do not provide sufficient benefit as cost reduction method for water use on the short term,
as addressed by the companies.
“In fact, finding substituting technologies will increase the price. So that’s why we haven’t innovated
in finding the substitute technology that may bring better production” (Mr. Nguyen, Mtex, 2018).
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Also the fear of increasing product prices because of implementation of new technologies is present
(ETM Center, 2018; Mtex, 2018). For this reason, cheap options as automatic water taps and
awareness raising activities are the core of the water saving activities present in Tan Thuan. Moreover,
several experts point out that the water price currently is too low to use water saving techniques as cost
reduction strategy (Consultant, 2017; EIP project, 2017; Tanaka, 2018; University of Transportation,
2017). Consequently, this makes the use of supplied water of SAWACO more cost efficient than the
installation of new techniques to recycle water. However, the companies do recognize the cost benefits
that water savings bring, partly since for the waste water processing 80% of the supplied water is
charged. Nevertheless, experts (EIP project, 2017) point out that pricing the waste water fee in this
way does not provide an incentive to reduce the amount of waste water, by for example cascading,
recycling or reusing activities. Another point of concern with regard to the willingness to invest in new
technologies as mentioned by TTC (2017) is the timespan of the renting contract of the land on which
Tan Thuan EPZ is developed. The land is rented from the government for a period of 50 years, from
1990 on. This means that the contract is valid for another 22 years, after which TTC suspects to be
forced to move further outside the city, as policy is focused on the removal of IZs out of the urbanized
areas (HEPZA, 2017). TTC addresses their concern about the motivation for companies to invest in
new technological networks, as the renting contract will expire.
CXtechnology seems an exception in the potential they see in investments in shared circular
technologies. Sharing water and technological networks within Tan Thuan is addressed by them as
providing high potential. Also TTC (2017) is very willing to adapt to green technologies, but
addresses the importance and need of the internal knowledge creation (with regard to environmental
and technical knowledge) within their own company but also in the other companies located in Tan
Thuan. However, as Mtex (2018) addresses, they find proper (environmental) education of the staff
difficult, and the level of knowledge between employees of all the companies in Tan Thuan is
deviating very much.

Conclusion
Environmental knowledge and awareness in general seem to be higher in internationally operating
companies than in locally operating companies, due to the greater focus of international management
boards on environmental friendly production and ISO standardization. However, at the company level
a deeper understanding of environmental issues and the ecological system seems to be lacking.
Therefore, also knowledge about technologies for water saving and efficiency is barely present.
Mainly due to this lack of knowledge and awareness, also other knowledge sharing activities with
regard to the water management are nihil, except for the training classes for water saving of the
employees. The main incentive of these training classes however seem to be to comply with ISO
14001 and reduce cost (by water saving), as the willingness to adapt to green technologies is mainly
an effect of economic incentives and is focused on reducing costs. Due to a low water price, the
implementation of new technologies can hardly be used as cost reduction method. Moreover,
economic stability of companies is very diverse, which increases the knowledge gaps, economic gaps,
and therefore a gap in the willingness to invest and adapt to new technologies between companies.
Also the duration of the renting contract of the land is stated to demotivate companies to invest in new
technologies. To conclude, there are currently many downsides in the enterprise culture, as knowledge
and willingness to adapt to green technologies are of insufficient quality. Therefore, the right
enterprise culture cannot be maintained in the current state in the development of a sustainable water
management system.
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4.3 Relational networks
The third tool, relational networks are especially of importance for IE principles, but also IWRM
focusses on the creation of relational networks by enabling participatory processes. The specific
criteria of the tool are defined as the willingness for knowledge sharing, which depends on the level of
trust between companies and the similarity of interests. The second implication is the level of trust
among companies, and the third one consists out of the level of participation between companies but
also between authorities, companies, and other agencies.
Currently, relational networks in Tan Thuan are extremely limited. Communication and interaction
between co-located companies is rare and limited to communication and knowledge exchange between
companies in the same group (Nidec group). Companies are reserved in their communication and
knowledge exchange with other companies, and trust in co-located companies is lacking. It was
addressed several times that Japanese companies specifically tend to be very closed in their business
management and communication with other companies (CXtech, 2018; ETM Center, 2018; Mtex,
2018). CXtech (2018) states to be willing to improve contact around, but finds difficulties in the
approach towards neighboring companies. Factory visits are often denied and communication channels
are poor. TTC is the only company having good contact with other companies in the EPZ, which is
self-evidently necessary to fulfill the specific management role they have within Tan Thuan. Futaba
(2018) points out the fact that they occasionally do have contact with co-located companies, mainly
regarding production processes and environmental policies. But they also stress that these
communication channels are not meant for purposes with regard to the sharing of knowledge. As
UACJ and Mtex stress, opportunities for shared technological networks are not much present, as
companies in Tan Thuan are operating in a broad range of sectors with different production processes,
water use and water demand. Therefore, the sharing of knowledge regarding these technologies is not
deemed effective and difficult to implement. As stressed by different companies, this concern could be
reduced if companies around would be operating within similar sectors. On the contrary, companies
(e.g. CXtech, UACJ, Futaba) do acknowledge that communication could be beneficial to improve their
water management and provide cost reducing opportunities. Moreover, they would be willing to join
events for the sharing of knowledge and experiences. However, currently such events are non-existing,
so the companies do not have the possibility to do so. The only event organized within Tan Thuan
where the companies do come together (usually one responsible employee for each company), is a
yearly seminar provided by TTC to elaborate on (environmental) policies and regulation. Problematic
of this way of knowledge sharing is that internal knowledge sharing of the responsible employee
seems to be lacking, as knowledge does not get transmitted within the company. Moreover, help of the
government or any other institution taking the lead in the organization of activities for knowledge
sharing, sustainable activities and environmental knowledge provisioning seems to be very much
appreciated by the companies, but is currently barely present.
Not only participation with co-located companies seem to be rare, but also participatory activities and
communication with authorities is limited (as further elaborated on in paragraph 4.4). Since the
companies are exporting their products, it is assumed that participation and communication would take
place with international companies and purchasers. However, this research limits itself to the relations
between the companies in Tan Thuan and the Vietnamese and local authorities.
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Conclusion
Relational resources within Tan Thuan are very limited. Companies rarely communicate with each
other, and trust amongst companies is very low. Mutual dependency is non-existing between the
companies, but the willingness to participate on certain topics seems to be there. Although companies
are suspicious (in their willingness) to share knowledge, the value of the sharing of knowledge has
been acknowledged. Companies seem to be willing to do so if events for such activities were
organized in which they could low-key participate, and if they would see cost reducing benefits in the
sharing of knowledge. Also the benefit of knowledge creation, provided by other institutions (such as
TTC or the government) has been recognized. So far, partly due to the low level of trust,
participatory processes are barely present either. Companies seem to have especially trouble seeing
the benefit of participation, as they point out that production processes, water demand and use of
separate industries are varying too much to be able to effectively collaborate between separate
industries and sectors, as these collaborative approaches are not present. In sum, the relational
network tool is of very poor quality, as all kinds of relational resources are currently lacking.
However, willingness for the development and sharing of knowledge seem to be present to a certain
extent, which might pose opportunities.

4.4 Institutional roles
As explained in paragraph 4.2, the environmental management of the companies is for the bigger part
an effect of the international management boards and ISO standardization. Furthermore, TTC is
responsible for the environmental management and infrastructure in the EPZ, following governmental
policies and regulations very strictly. The governmental management authority of HCMC for
industrial zones is HEPZA, as explained in the introduction. DONRE is responsible for the legal
management of water resources within HCMC and thus in Tan Thuan (DONRE a, 2017). As described
earlier, the environmental industrial management in Vietnam, and HCMC in particular for this
research, seems to suffer from institutional gaps and issues. Also within this research, several
institutional problems have been appointed by the respondents. However, it must be said that the role
of HEPZA as industrial management authority has been acknowledged by all of the companies as
highly accredited. The main channel of communication of the companies with the authorities is
through HEPZA, as this is also the body to consult if there are any questions or obscurities regarding
policies and regulations. Communication and approaching HEPZA is stated to be accommodating and
easy, as this is possible by email or even telephone in cases of emergency (CXtech, 2018; Futaba,
2018; Mtex, 2018; TTC, 2017; UACJ, 2018).
“If we face any problem they are very willing to help, they will instruct us on how the new policy can
be implemented” (Nguyen Xuan Thuy, Mtex 2018).
“When we have any problem related to the environment, we can always request for consult to them
and they will respond to us very promptly” (Vo Hoanh Kho, CXtech 2018).
Moreover, HEPZA provides training classes once a year for updates on new policies and regulations
with regard to industrial management. DONRE sometimes complements these training classes from
HEPZA with own training classes and manuals with similar goals, although this is not on a regular
basis (DONRE b, 2017). Provisioning of deeper knowledge on environmental issues or the reason of
the existence of certain policies is lacking though, as stated by many of the companies (CXtech, 2018;
Mtex, 2018; Nidec Tosok, 2018; Tanaka, 2018; UACJ, 2018). Companies stress the fact that it would
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be helpful for them if education and knowledge would be provided on these topics, since they
sometimes do not fully understand their responsibilities with regard to existing regulations and the
reason of existence of certain policies. It is stated that policies sometimes are ambiguous, vague and
changing fast (further elaborated on in paragraph 4.4.3) which declines the clearness of their
responsibilities. Moreover, several companies state that for them it sometimes is unclear which
authority they have to approach with their questions or needs. An example was provided by one of the
companies, as they approached HEPZA with their environmental problem, but got shuttled from pillar
to post between DONRE and HEPZA and have so far not received any help with regard to their
problem.
Also internal governmental communication and co-ordination seems to be insufficient maintain a
sustainable water management system. Willingness for sustainable development is there,
environmental policies and regulations are present (paragraph 4.6), and new decrees for further
sustainable development of (eco)-industrial zones are under construction (EIP project, 2017; MONRE,
2017). However, according to several experts, major issues are found in the complicated governmental
structures and additional communicatory problems across ministries, departments and sectors. This
complicates the development of new decrees on the national level, and the implementation of policies
on the local level. Moreover, the capacity of the local authorities seem to be insufficient to mobilize
stakeholders in the industrial sector to take environmental action (Consultant, 2017; EIP project, 2017;
ETM Center, 2018; MONRE, 2017; University of Transportation, 2017). This is chiefly due to a
knowledge deficit of local authorities. It is stated that many employees of local authorities are recent
graduates and unexperienced, which is problematic since the (environmental) education system in
Vietnam is falling behind (Consultant, 2017; ETM Center, 2017; University of Transportation, 2017).
This lacking capacity of local authorities affects the total institutional capacity, since it is not sufficient
to mobilize other, non-governmental institutions and organizations to take action. This explicitly
becomes clear in the lacking knowledge provisioning to the industrial companies for example.
Moreover, the few existing relations between companies that are present in Tan Thuan (paragraph 4.3)
are clearly not sufficient to take self-organized and collaborative action. This seems in contrary with
the Law for Environmental Protection (No. 55/2014/QH13), which states that all agencies,
organizations, households and individuals are responsible for environmental protection and even
obliged to do so .
Although HCMC Peoples Committee and HEPZA are very open for comments and accepting towards
opinions and ideas from businesses, it is also stated to be hard to criticize or give opinions with regard
to policies or political decisions that are affecting the companies in Tan Thuan. Also elaboration on
bottom-up activities is stated to be very hard (CXtech, 2018; HEPZA, 2017; TTC, 2017). As several
experts pointed out, this is mainly due to the monocentric political structure (command and control
model) of the country, in which it takes much effort and a long time to approach and penetrate from
the local into the national level. However, also the company culture (paragraph 4.2) plays a big role in
this reluctance towards bottom-up activities.

Conclusion
The organizational framework related to the industrial water management system of Tan Thuan is of
low quality. Responsibilities for the companies with regard to regulations and policies are often vague
and unclear, due to fast changing policies and poor communication channels. Which governmental
body to approach with problems or questions is also stated to be unclear at times. The role of HEPZA
however has been acknowledged by all of the companies, as HEPZA is very supporting and easy to
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approach. Also training classes about regulations and policies are provided by HEPZA, although it is
stated that this is not always sufficient to truly clarify the fast changing regulations and policies. This
is also an effect of lacking institutional capacity, as efforts to mobilize actors and companies in Tan
Thuan are not made. This is partly due to a knowledge deficit at the local governmental level (but as
described earlier also at company level). Also the implementation of policies at the local level is stated
to be of insufficient quality, as internal governmental communication and coordination is poor due to
the strict top-down political system. As an effect of this top-down system, expressing opinions or
criticism towards governmental agencies is hard, whether not impossible. Concluding, the tool of
institutional roles is of poor quality, as both of its criteria (the organizational framework and the
institutional capacity) are clearly defined as insufficient to maintain its tool.

4.5 Management Instruments
Governmental water demand and efficiency management are activities not quite developed yet in
HCMC. As stated before, companies in general have the feeling of unlimited water resources, as
SAWACO supplies sufficient water. Knowledge about the vulnerability of water resources is lacking.
Moreover, water prices are relatively low, since the affordability of water for the poor has priority in
the policy of SAWACO and the PPC. The current water pricing scheme is not adequate for
environmental cost recovery of industrial water use, and should therefore be adapted as defined in the
Law on Environmental Protection (although exact numbers of water pricing schemes and
environmental cost calculations were not found in this research). This however poses the complicated
question on how to ensure sufficient water for the poor, as also addressed by several experts
(University of Transportation, 2017; Consultant, 2017; ETM Center, 2018). The use of underground
water is management and controlled by DONRE by means of licenses, but licenses for the use of wells
in Tan Thuan are not issued (DONRE a, 2017; DONRE b, 2017). Other forms of demand management
of water utilization were not found. Management instruments with regard to data collection and
monitoring are on the local level mainly done by HEPZA and DONRE. Companies send their
environmental reports to HEPZA twice a year. DONRE expects an environmental report of the
companies once a year. HEPZA reports to MONRE, the ministry responsible for the environmental
monitoring on the national level, about the status of the waste water discharge (MONRE, 2017). But
although companies (including TTC) seem to monitor and collect their data about water quality,
utilization and quantity adequately, a proper management information system at the governmental
level seems not the exist. All data is saved hardcopy, and a digital database for water quality, quantity
and other environmental parameters is not present, which makes proper monitoring close to
impossible. This is stated to be an effect of the lacking capacity of the (local) authorities, as further
elaborated on in paragraph 4.4 (Consultant, 2017; ETM Center, 2018).

Conclusion
Demand and social change management (other than the restriction of the use of underground water
resources) is not much developed in HCMC. Few economic tools are present, but water pricing
schemes are made. However, it is stated by experts that these are not priced at full cost recovery
(including environmental costs), as water should be obtainable for the poor as well. Companies seem
to monitor and collect their data about water use and water quality properly, but at the governmental
level data and information management is of poor quality. A digital database is not present as all
the data is saved hardcopy. Therefore, a proper monitoring system for future improvements is lacking.
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In sum, there is a lot to improve with regard to the water management instruments that are in place, as
proper management tools are currently barely in place.

4.6 Policies
Awareness and recognition of the importance of cleaner production, in terms of air pollution but also
in terms of water pollution is commonly present among all levels of authority. Several policies,
regulations and activities under the Law on Environmental Protection (No. 55/2014/QH13) are carried
out. Currently, the development of decrees for EIP projects are under construction at the MONRE, in
order to sustainably develop IZs (EIP project, 2017). At the local level, activities are carried out by
DONRE to stimulate cleaner production, such as the Environmental Award (for good environmental
performance) and the Environmental Protection Fund (textbox 4.1). Companies in Tan Thuan however
state that it is difficult for them to apply for the award and the fund, as only very big and
economically strong companies seem to be able to participate.
Ho Chi Minh Environmental Protection Fund (HEPF)
The Environmental Protection Fund was established by Decision No.3588/QD-UBND,
3th of March 2013, under the Ho Chi Minh People’s Committee. The fund was
developed to reduce pollution, improve the environment and quality of life for the
people of Ho Chi Minh and aims to provide financial support for individuals,
organizations and companies within all economic sectors that elaborate on projects or
programs related to the protection of the environment. This is envisioned by providing
loans or grants to these projects. The maximum loan or grant organizations and
companies can apply for is 80% of their total investment capital of the project, with a
maximum of 8.000.000.000VND. The fund can also be used for the implementation of
water saving techniques. Although until now the fund was never used for projects
related to the reduction of water utilization. In 2017 10 companies requested the fund,
of which 8 actually received it. These companies where both state owned companies
and private companies.
Source: Minh Doan (HEPF), 2018

Textbox 4.1 HCMC Environmental Protection Fund (HEPF)

But although the Law on Environmental Protection aims to stimulate sustainable water management in
industrial zones by securing the water quality, specific articles on relieving the water system by
reducing the water demand are not presented. This maintenance of water resources has been carried
out in the Law on Water Resources (No. 15/2012/L-CTN), for which specific implications are adapted
in the decrees, technical regulations, and circulars. As mentioned before, strict regulation with regard
to industrial waste water discharge is included in the mandatory National Technical Regulation on
Industrial Waste Water (QCVN 40:2011/BTNMT), together with Circular No. 47/2011/TT-BTNMT,
as registered in the decree on the drainage and treatment of waste water (No. 80/2014/ND-CP). This
decree also contains the reuse of waste water (article 24) and the use of rainwater (article 20). As
stated in this decree, the quality of both the rainwater and the waste water should comply with the
technical regulations and standards in order to be able to reuse it. However, the companies address the
ambiguity of these policies with regard to water efficiency and reusing water. As Futaba, UACJ, Mtex
and CXtech address, the policies are not adequate and sufficiently specific. An example provided very
often is the watering of trees, as several companies including TTC state that their waste water would
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be of sufficient quality (B-level) to water the trees . Regulation however mandates to have specific
permission to do so, but the companies state that the process of getting this permission is too
complicated for them to apply for. Moreover, a manner on how to implement the reuse of waste and
rain water is not provided and the companies stress that they do not know how to use the existing
policies for their own benefit.
“And for using water, for consuming water, the government has a strict law against mining
underground water. But so far for stimulating or promoting the use of water saving economically we
haven’t had anything like that” (Nguyen Xuan Thuy- Mtex, 2018).
Also MONRE acknowledges the fact that an elaboration on such stimulating policies for efficient use
of water is barely developed, since the fear for illegal waste water discharge is prevailing.
“But actually, in real life when we come to operation we didn’t have any guidance for the company on
how to do, what to do, like that. Because there is one thing we face, some company they might be very
good, they want to treat the wastewater and they use that. However, there is some company they
report that they will reuse that, but maybe they don't report the right number of wastewater discharge.
Maybe they discharge the water right, directly. So it's very hard for us to manage that” (Truong Manh
Tuan- MONRE 2017)
This difficulty with the management of illegal discharging of water is related to the lacking
enforcement of the (local) government. Due to on the one hand the knowledge deficit and shortcoming
capacity of especially the local government, and on the other hand are corruption problems mentioned
repeatedly as cause of deficient enforcement of the local government (Consultant, 2017; EIP project,
2017; ETM center, 2018; University of Transportation, 2017;).
“There is already said in the law of Environment Protection, but how powerful is the government,
especially the local one. We have to say that they are not fully equipped with the power in order to
enforce all the industrial zones” (Thanh Phuong- EIP project, 2017)
Both HEPZA and DONRE check the implementation of the environmental law at the companies of
Tan Thuan, to check on the waste water quality, which is sometimes announced and sometimes
unannounced.
“In terms of law and rules, Vietnamese laws are pretty strict. But in terms of monitoring, it is not strict
and not synchronized adequate, not consistent” (Nguyen Xuan Thuy- Mtex, 2018).
“I don’t think it is sufficient for companies to obey the rules strictly” (Vo Hoanh Kho- CXtech, 2018).
The consequence of violation of quality standards are high penalties. However, the quality and
quantity of the controls themselves are stated to be insufficient to let companies comply with the
regulations strictly (Consultant, 2017; CXtech, 2018; EIP project, 2017; MONRE, 2017; Mtex, 2018;
University of Transportation, 2017). Also laboratories in which the parameters in the water are being
checked, are stated to be often not well qualified and even corrupt (ETM Center, 2018; University of
Transportation, 2017).
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Conclusion
The recognition on all government levels of the importance of cleaner production and water efficiency
is present. However, few stimulating policies are present for water use efficiency and these policies
seem to be of insufficient quality to properly implement and be used by the companies in Tan Thuan,
as reusing and recycling of water is very complex for them. The vagueness and ambiguity of these
policies is stated to be a big problem for implementation and the institutional communicatory issues (a
described in paragraph 4.4) seem to aggravate this vagueness for the companies. Also MONRE
recognizes that policies for the enabling of water reuse water are barely present, as this invites for
illegal waste water discharge. Strict regulations however are there, but enforcement by the local
government is lacking. The insufficient institutional capacity and corruption issues seem to prevent
proper enforcement. Controls are stated to be of insufficient quality and quantity for companies to
obey the regulations strictly, although illegal discharge of waste water just occasionally happened in
the past in Tan Thuan. Concluding, the criteria for the policy tool are of insufficient quality to account
for its proper implementation.

4.7 Assessment
The following table 4.1 visualizes the summary of the assessment of IE (internal) and IWRM
(external) tools and their criteria within Tan Thuan (for the valuation see table 2.4). The table
visualizes the valuation of the specific criteria for each tool in the EPZ. Moreover, the activities that
are present with regard to each tool are specified. Another important feature for answering the research
questions is the analysis of factors that are of influence on the valuation of the tools. As the tools are
insufficiently present to maintain a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan, these factors
can be grouped into the main barriers after which further analysis by a SWOT can be conducted
(chapter 5).
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Tools

Technological
networks

Enterprise
culture

Relational
networks

Institutional
roles

Management
instruments

Policies

Table 4.1. Assessment of IE and IWRM tools in Tan Thuan
Criteria
Int. Ext.
Value
Present activities
IE
IWRM Tan
Thuan
Presence of circular
systems

V

Medium

Shared waste water facilities
In-house recycling options

Presence of green
technologies

V

Low

Automatic water taps

(Environmental)
Knowledge and
awareness

V

Low

Compliance to regulation
Training classes
Posters

Willingness to adapt to
green technologies

V

Low

Economic incentives

Willingness for
knowledge sharing

V

Medium

Willingness to learn
Cost reduction

Trust

V

Low

In TTC and HEPZA

Participation

V

Low

Within group (Nidec)

Collective approach
and collaboration of
separate industries
Organizational
framework

V

Institutional capacity

V

V

None

V

Low

V

Low

Training classes

Demand/ social change
management and
economic tools

V

Low

Licenses underground water
use

Data/information
management
Enabling/stimulating

V

Low

Hardcopy database

V

Low

(Vague) policies

V

Medium

Strict regulations

Regulating
(legislation)

V

Factors of influence

Low (environmental) knowledge)
Cost reduction
ISO14001
Willingness and capacity TTC
Low (environmental) knowledge
Cost reduction
ISO 14001
Poor education
Low institutional capacity
Lacking mobilization
Few knowledge sharing activities
Cost
Space
Economic instability companies
Renting contract Tan Thuan
Low trust
No organized event
Varying sectors (and water use)
Low participation
No relational resources
Enterprise culture
Low trust
Varying sectors (and water use)
No collective approach of separate
industries
Low trust
Low participation
Varying sectors (and water use)
Complicated governm. structures
Communicatory issues
Low institutional capacity
Lacking knowledge
Lacking enforcement
Low enabling/stimulating policies
Low institutional capacity
Lacking implementation (policies)
Lacking enforcement
Low water price
Low institutional capacity
Low institutional capacity
Lacking knowledge
Lacking implementation
Low institutional capacity
Corruption
Lacking enforcement
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4.8 Sustainability of the water management system in Tan Thuan
The following paragraph contains the analysis of the presence of the IE and IWRM principles,
followed by the general analysis of the factors that are influencing the sustainability of the water
management system in Tan Thuan. The concluding paragraph elaborates on the main barriers found
for a sustainable water management system in the EPZ.

4.8.1 IE and IWMR principles
The principles of both the IE and IWRM concepts aim to create a sustainable water management
system by the mobilization and collaborative activities of actors involved. But as became clear in the
previous paragraph, few tools to reach these principles are present in Tan Thuan currently. The
principles of IE literature are defined as follows:
1. The systematic view of industrial economics in relation with the biosphere.
2. The patterns of material flows inside and outside the industrial system.
3. Technological development within clusters to transform unsustainable industrial activities into
viable industrial systems (Erkman, 1997).
The IE principles focus on the dematerialization of industrial activities by the exchange of resources,
promoted by the tools (technological networks, relational networks and enterprise culture) that are
mainly focusing on the internal industrial activities and actors. As these tools for dematerialization are
barely present, also the IE principles are insufficiently present to maintain a sustainable water
management system. In first place, the relation of the industrial economics of Tan Thuan EPZ with the
biosphere is lacking as both deeper technical and environmental knowledge seems of insufficient
quality to do so. Also the patterns of in this case water flows in and outside the industrial system are
only monitored as waste water output and the quality of this output. The water demand is deemed
unimportant as water supply is more than sufficient and the water price is low. This has the
consequence that using fresh water is more efficient than creating new patterns of recycling, reusing,
cascading, etc. The third principle is met up to a certain extent, as deeper technological knowledge is
lacking but technological development is stimulated by ISO 140001 standardization and cost
reduction, by e.g. automatic water taps and in-house recycling options for the flushing of toilets and
cooling down of machines. However, the activities are not taking place within clusters as they are
implemented on company level. The shared waste water treatment plant however does take place
within the cluster.
The principles of IWRM are defined as follows:
1. The “ecological principle”, requiring the holistic management of water;
2. The “institutional principle”, requiring that management be participatory, with responsibility
“at the lowest appropriate level”, and with greater involvement of NGOs and the private sector
and women; and
3. The “instrument principle”, requiring that water be managed as an economic resource
(Briscoe, 1997)
Those principles mainly focus on the integration of all aspects and actors of water management, across
sectors and across levels (bottom-up and top-down) and the tools of IWRM are promoting this by
focusing on the development of the right external environment (institutional roles, management
instruments and policies). Also for this case, the insufficient quality of the tools causes the lacking
presence of the principles. The required integration of all actors within the water management system
is absent in Tan Thuan, due to the of insufficient quality enabling environment (for which the IWRM
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tools account for). In first place, this becomes clear for the ecological principle, as fragmentation of
the water management system occurs in the daily water management by the complex structures of the
Vietnamese institutional water management system (as described in the introduction as well). The
second principle currently is also of insufficient quality to sustain, as participatory processes and
communication in the water management of Tan Thuan are lacking as far as this study concerns. Also
the third principles is highly pressurized. The water is managed as economic resource, but as all
experts address this is done inadequately as water prices are too low to provide an incentive for
efficient water use and allocation. Concluding, also the principles of IWRM are highly pressurized,
which directly affects the sustainability of the water management system in the EPZ, as elaborated on
in the following paragraph.

4.8.2 Sustainability
As IE principles and tools are focusing especially on the economic, social and environmental
sustainability pillar, and IWRM principles and tools mostly on the institutional, social and
environmental sustainability pillars, all of these sustainability pillars are pressurized due to the lacking
presence of the IE and IWRM tools , and consequently its principles. In first place, the environmental
sustainability was defined as “seeking to improve human welfare by protecting the sources of raw
materials used for human needs and ensuring that the sinks for human wastes are not exceeded, in
order to prevent harm to humans”. With regard to the waste water discharge, Tan Thuan complies well
with regulations, and therefore it is stated that sinks for human wastes are not exceeded. However,
although the IE concept also aims to reduce the input water (or material) flow for protection of natural
resources, the tools to do so are barely present in the research area, which is mainly an effect of the
lack of knowledge and multiple economic barriers. These barriers also affect the economic
sustainability, for which the focus is on optimal resources management for maintaining economic
growth and generated income for the future. Since current water use is stated to be too high to
maintain access to water for economic growth for future generations, this should be changed through
the decoupling of economic growth from environmental pressures. But knowledge and awareness and
economic stability in Tan Thuan is not yet developed sufficiently to invest in technologies that ensure
maintenance of water resources and economic growth for the future. Moreover, lacking relational
resources are diminishing the sustainable growth of the area, since social sustainability is impossible
to maintain without present relations. It is stated that by the creation of relational networks,
sustainability will be enhanced as knowledge creation, participation and social relationships will
increase collective benefits of cooperation and a more diverse local economy will be created. With
regard to the institutional sustainability, framed in this thesis as the external factor influencing
environmental, economic and social sustainability within Tan Thuan, several issues are at play. The
institutional sustainability is defined as “an adequate institutional framework to promote sustainable
water management”, for which IWRM argues that all aspects of water management should be
integrated with extensive participatory processes of all stakeholders. However, lacking institutional
capacity (due to lacking knowledge, implementation and enforcement power) and the top-down and
fragmented governance structure in which participation and communication is rare, seem barriers for
the creation of these integrated participatory processes. The lack of institutional sustainability seems to
aggravate economic, knowledge and relational barriers, and therefore the mobilization of actors within
an integrated approach to create a sustainable water system in Tan Thuan is hampered.

4.8.2 Barriers
The principles of both of the concept are focused on the mobilization of actors, within the IE
principles focusing on the collaborative processes of actors within the IP, and within the IWRM
concept focusing on the capability of all actors involved in the water management system. However,
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due to the lack of tools of IE and IWRM in Tan Thuan, mobilization of actors in order to develop a
sustainable water management system in the EPZ seems barely present. Mobilization of actors within
the EPZ is lacking on company level (enterprise culture) and on IP level (technological and relational
networks). But also mobilization of actors across the whole water management system in HCMC is
lacking, as the external bodies seem unable to create the right enabling environment for a sustainable
water management system mobilized by all of its involved actors. This pressurizes the sustainability of
the water management system in Tan Thuan extremely. Therefore, it is deemed highly effective to
analyze to underlying barriers affecting this lacking mobilization capacity. By the analysis of the
factors influencing the absence of the tools (and their criteria) as visualized in table 4.1, the main
groups of barriers are derived. These groups can be divided into external and internal barriers, as
visualized in model 4.1 The internal barriers are grouped into economic, knowledge and relational
barriers. The main factors of influence grouped into the economic barrier are the economic instability
of companies, the fear for cost and space consuming technologies, the timespan of the renting contract
of Tan Thuan and the variability of operating sectors (further elaborated on in chapter 5). The
knowledge barrier is derived from the factors of influence related to the lack of deeper environmental
understanding and knowledge (especially on company level but also affected by lacking knowledge at
governmental level), and the lack of events providing opportunities to share knowledge. The relational
barrier mainly consist out of the factors related to the low level of trust and participation amongst
companies within the EPZ, and the limited communicatory channels. The external barrier is related to
the inadequate institutional capacity, affecting the internal barriers and the mobilization capacity of the
involved actors. This insufficient capacity leads to the implementation and enforcement deficit of
policies and regulations, and inadequate monitoring of water data. Moreover, due to the lacking
communicatory channels on the institutional level mobilization of actors is nearly impossible. Chapter
5 further elaborates on these barriers.

Model 4.1 Main barriers affecting current sustainability of the water management system of Tan Thuan

To conclude with, the current sustainability (environmental, social, economic and institutional) of the
water management system of Tan Thuan is clearly under threat, as the principles of both IE and
IWRM are for the greater part absent as effect of the insufficient quality of the tools and their criteria.
The factors that are of influence on this absence of tools (as visualized in table 4.1) can be grouped
into several barriers, namely economic barriers, knowledge barriers, relational barriers and
institutional barriers. These barriers cause the lacking mobilization capacity of all of the actors
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involved, which prevents them from further action for development of a sustainable water
management system in Tan Thuan. Although the mobilization of actors seems to be the key in both IE
and IWRM principles and the sustainability of the water management system of Tan Thuan is
therefore clearly under threat, clarification of the underlying barriers supports exposing opportunities
as well as the more structural threats for future development of the water management system, as
further elaborated on in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 Room for Improvement
The previous chapter 4 concluded with the current level of sustainability of the water management
system in Tan Thuan and its main barriers in the present situation for reaching IE and IWRM
principles and tools for a sustainable water management system. Those barriers are addressed as
economic, knowledge, relational and institutional barriers, together accounting for
the aggravation of the main barrier with regard to the IE and IWRM principles and tools; the lacking
mobilization of actors involved in the water management in Tan Thuan. Since the mobilization of
actors in both the IE and IWRM concepts is of great importance to ensure a sustainable water
management system, this barrier diminishes the sustainability of the current water management system
in the EPZ extremely. The specific weaknesses that are causing the barriers are outlined in this
chapter, and in order to find ways to deal with those weaknesses for future development of the water
management system in Tan Thuan the strengths and opportunities for a sustainable water management
system are analyzed as well. In contrary, when further analyzing future developments, also threats for
the development of a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan of external and structural
nature are presented, as visualized in the SWOT-analysis of table 5.1.

5.1 SWOT- analysis
This paragraph will elaborate on the strengths and weaknesses regarding the current situation, and on
the opportunities and threats for future development of a sustainable water management system in Tan
Thuan.

5.1.1 Strengths
As analyzed in the previous chapter, Tan Thuan is equipped with a good water supply and discharge
infrastructure. TTC manages a proper working shared waste water treatment system, maintaining the
efficiency of the waste water processing. Moreover, compliance to regulations and policies of TTC
and the major part of the companies is very good. Thereby, TTC has strong contacts with the
companies in Tan Thuan and the companies on the other hand address the good cooperation and
communication with TTC. Also for HEPZA, the local authority for the management of IZs,
the companies address the supporting attitude and accommodating communication channels.

5.1.2 Weaknesses
The weaknesses of the current situation for a sustainable water management system by IE and IWRM
principles and tools are based on the barriers as explained in the previous chapter. The factors of
influence on the absence of the IE and IWRM tools and criteria were grouped into economic barriers,
knowledge barriers, relational barriers and institutional barriers, together accounting for the lacking
mobilization capacity of actors. The following paragraph will elaborate on the weaknesses in the water
management system of Tan Thuan that are causing these barriers.
Economic barrier: The economic barrier is divisible into four main weaknesses. In first place
the companies located in Tan Thuan diverse heavily in their economic stability. Whereas the bigger
companies gain profit from the rapid economic growth and industrialization in the country, the smaller
companies still seem to have trouble to keep up with this growth and governmental support to stabilize
their economic status is highly desired. Moreover, the fear for cost and space consuming technologies
for innovation forms a barrier in the sustainable development of the water management system. As all
companies are heavily focused on cost reducing activities and gaining short-term benefits, costly
technologies demotivate to innovate, as well as the timespan of the renting contract of the land.
Another weakness, especially for creation of relational and technological networks, is the great
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variation of operating sectors in Tan Thuan, which according to the companies complicates
cooperation on several subjects.
Knowledge barrier: With regard to the knowledge barrier, a distinct weakness is the lack of
deeper environmental knowledge and understanding concerning the ecological system and
technologies to relieve the pressurized water system. This lacking knowledge is not only present at
company level, but also TTC and the local governmental authorities seem to lack deeper knowledge
on what and how to improve to depressurize the environment. A secondary weakness related to this
knowledge barrier is the lack of events and opportunities to share and spread knowledge across
companies or governmental institutions (an exception is the seminar for policies and regulations
provided by TTC and HEPZA). Also knowledge sharing in-company is very low key, as the
responsible person(s) for specific subjects are not sharing their knowledge internally with other
employees or divisions of the company.
Relational barrier: The relational barrier is mainly associated with the relational network tool,
for which trust, participation and communication are important criteria. But weaknesses in the
maintenance of the relational barrier are defined as the low level of trust between companies, the low
participation between companies and across sectors and the limited communicatory channels that are
present in the communication between companies in Tan Thuan and communication between the
companies and governmental bodies (except for HEPZA). Also communicatory channels within the
government are of limited quality, as they seem to diminish the (governmental) institutional capacity
because of the long vertical structures, which also aggravates the institutional barrier.
Institutional barrier: As for a good enabling environment the proper implementation of
policies to provide incentives to stimulate efficient water use and participatory processes, the strict
enforcement of regulations with regard to waste water discharge and the monitoring of water data for a
better water allocation and strategically managing water resources are key criteria, it is not surprising
that these lacking factors currently form an institutional barrier for a sustainable water management
system in Tan Thuan. The enabling environment is currently of insufficient quality. The institutional
shortcomings are playing a major role in the aggravation of economic, relational and knowledge
barriers, as incentives to improve the weaknesses of these barriers are not provided within the current
institutional context.
To conclude with, weaknesses related to the economic, knowledge, relational and institutional barriers
in the current water management system of Tan Thuan are causing the lacking mobilization capacity
of involved actors. Looking for possibilities to deal with those barriers might pose opportunities for a
sustainable water management system in the future, as elaborated on in the following paragraph.

5.1.3 Opportunities
After analyzing the strengths and weaknesses in the current water management system of Tan Thuan,
opportunities for improvement are found as well. These opportunities are related to the present
barriers, so that possibilities to deal with these barriers in the future are exposed.
Economic opportunities: As cost reduction in the water management of the companies in Tan
Thuan is extremely important, opportunities related to economic incentives are deemed effective.
Opportunities named by both companies and experts are related to 'green' branding and labelling as
economic incentive, to gain market profit by sustainable production technologies or in-house water
management. Moreover, willingness to adapt to green technologies is related to the provisioning of
cost reduction or short-term benefits. As short-term benefit is currently of major importance to the
companies (due to the economic instability), picking the low hanging fruits and using BEAT (Best
Economically Attractive Technologies) in this phase would be most beneficial, as BAT (Best
Available Technologies) in this economic stage of development might not be feasible due to the
economic barrier and its weaknesses. However, the rapid economic growth of the country poses
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opportunities for increasing economic stability and a rapid technical uptake of innovative and efficient
technologies. Therefore, the development of knowledge is of indispensable value for a technical
uptake as such.
Knowledge opportunities: As the willingness to learn and gain knowledge is present for all of
the companies in Tan Thuan and especially TTC is very willing to increase its knowledge,
opportunities to deal with the knowledge barriers are clearly present. Companies are aware of their
lack of deeper environmental awareness and technical knowledge, which is the first step for
improvement. The companies addressed the benefits best practices from international agencies could
bring, to show them technical opportunities within the boundaries of their (economic) limitations. Also
the possible value the sharing of experiences and knowledge with co-located companies could bring is
addressed, especially with regard to sectoral knowledge sharing as the variability of the present sectors
in the EPZ is named as barrier for cooperation and knowledge sharing. What was named often as
barrier as well, was the lack of events and opportunities to practically do so. Therefore, opportunities
can be found in the facilitation of events as such. Since communication with TTC and HEPZA is
good, and the level of trust in those agencies is highest, these strengths can be used to turn into
opportunities for the improvement of knowledge sharing. Opportunities would be created if the
agencies in which the companies trust the most would facilitate events or seminars for the
development of knowledge (and awareness), as the companies are reluctant to take such action
themselves.
Relational opportunities: As relational networks within Tan Thuan are very limited due to
little trust between companies, participation and communication, the mobilization of relational
resources is lacking. However, since companies address their willingness to share experiences (and
knowledge) and seem to be willing to join organized events in a collaborative setting, opportunities to
address the relational barrier in the future are present. Again, the facilitator for organization of events
as such seems very important, as the companies are not willing or able to organize such events
themselves. But opportunities to increase trust, create communicatory channels and join collaborative
activities can be found in their willingness, if addressed in the right way by the facilitator.
Institutional opportunities: Present institutional barriers are related to the low institutional
capacity and poor governmental communicatory channels, which unfold themselves into poor
stimulating and enabling policies, poor enforcement of regulation, and lacking monitoring of water
data. However, one of the strengths of the water management system of most of the companies in Tan
Thuan is their proper compliance to regulation. But due to unclear policies and responsibilities, it is
hard for them to improve their water management system within the boundaries of the legal
framework. Although in the current state policies are insufficiently clear and stimulating, the
willingness to strictly follow regulation (and international standards as ISO140001) poses
opportunities for the future. Clarification and improvement of policies that enhance efficient water use
and participation and provide economic incentives to do so, would therefore be effective. Another
practical opportunity to do so, is the development of the EIP project (in collaboration with UNIDO), as
decrees to facilitate the development of EIPs are currently under development under the MONRE (EIP
project, 2017). Within this EIP policies and regulations, also efficient and clean water utilization is
covered (although the focus is on energy flows, as economic benefits in Vietnam are stated to be easier
realizable by energy savings).
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5.1.4 Threats
Threats for a future sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan are mainly related to
structural issues at external level, as becomes clear from the analysis of the results. This however
complicates dealing with them, as it is hard to deal with those external factors for local bodies, such as
the companies in Tan Thuan, TTC, and to a lesser extend the local government. Nevertheless, the
analysis of them is of great importance for future pathways for development with regard to further
research, effective policies and a sustainable water management system. The threats as defined from
the case study are grouped into economic stage of development, the political structure and the
(company) culture. Those threats are discussed in literature, as elaborated on in the following part.
However, the addressment of those threats is lacking within the conceptual framework used for the
elaboration of this study, as the framework focused on the assessment of the current state. This is
further discussed in paragraph 6.2 (Discussion).
Economic stage of development: As the IWRM concept has been criticized for its lacking
economic practicality, especially the IE concept aims to consider the economic feasibility of its
implications on industrial development. However, within the used tools and criteria the concept seems
to assume a certain state of financial resources and economic development in the area, in which the
companies have space to invest in new technologies to reduce waste and resource flows. This however
does not seem to be the case for Tan Thuan, in which the discrepancies in the economic stage of
development of the companies are considerably. This is characteristic for developing countries, but
implies that financial resources in the funding, governance and developing of sustainable industrial
water management is lacking, as addressed by Shenoy (2016). As addressed by her as well, the
recycling of the waste flows is often more expensive than discharging them, as also is the case for
water in Tan Thuan, which is assumed to be partly an effect of the low water price. Related to this is
the fact that the EIP project and its policies in development do not dedicate much effort in this stage to
efficient water management as not much economic benefit can be derived from water efficiency and
saving technologies. This is highly alarming, as even in projects of such nature the aspect of water
efficiency is being diminished because of the low economic value it brings. Another characteristic of
the economic stage of development of developing countries is the rapid economic growth by
industrialization. This can be seen as opportunity, as economic stability increases and a technical
uptake might follow rapidly. However, typical for Asian developing countries is the 'pollute now,
clean up later' mentality, in which economic development (the Doi Moi policy in Vietnam) is the
leading motivation (Shenoy, 2016). Lacking knowledge on how to make the transition in first place is
supplied by a lacking educational system, whereas in Asian developing countries specialized
educational programs are stated to be often absent (Shenoy, 2016), as is also concluded to be the case
in HCMC.
Political structure: In first place it must be stated that the political structure and culture are
heavily related and even dependent on each other (Matz, 2008). The political structure in Vietnam is
based on communist thought, in which a strong and hierarchical command and control model is
present. This hierarchical model creates long vertical governmental structures, creating part of the
institutional barrier as channels of communication, implementation of policies and the clarification of
roles is diminished by this political structure. Also the institutional capacity of local governmental
bodies lacks behind because of these long vertical communication channels. It is stated by Shenoy
(2016) that lacking clarification of roles and proper implementation of policies might also be an effect
of the developing stage of the country, but in this case also the highly hierarchical structure affects this
institutional capacity. IE and IWRM tools are based on decentralized governmental structures, as
participation and communication are assumed to be practically realizable by local actors and bottomup processes. This however is hard to implement in Tan Thuan, as the culture of the companies is
highly an effect of its political (command and control) structures. However, this threat could be turned
into strength, if strong and effective planning strategies for a sustainable industrial water management
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system would be developed and implemented into practice with the institutional command-and-control
model.
Culture: As stated by Matz (2008), IWRM literature frames the concept as universally
applicable as it is deemed to be practical realizable in many different cultural characteristics.
According to the concept, good water management is directly related to good governance. However,
as Matz (2008) states criteria for good governance are depending on the present culture and its values
and vice versa. Culture of companies and industries in Vietnam seem to be especially an effect of the
political command and control system (hierarchical), as companies are very reluctant in taking
environmental action and bottom-up activities are absent. Moreover, companies tend to have a closed
culture, as they operate in a highly individual way. Because of that, participatory processes are absent
and the presence of communication channels is minimal. However, as these participatory and
communicatory processes are key in reaching IE and IWRM principles, the question raises on how to
successfully implement the concepts within a culture as such as it seems that institutional actors are
the only ones able to mobilize and enforce companies to take action. Further recommendations to deal
with this issue is provided in paragraph 6.3 (Recommendations).

5.2 SWOT- Table
The following SWOT (table 5.1) is derived out of the analysis of the current situation around water
management in Tan Thuan, containing both the strengths and weaknesses as analyzed. To deal with
the present barriers and its weaknesses in the future, opportunities are found as well. Although they get
diminished by the threats who are of external and structural nature, which makes them hard to deal
with.
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Table 5.1 SWOT analysis for a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan

Strengths

Weaknesses

Proper water supply system

Economic
Economic instability of companies
(Fear for) Cost and space consuming technologies
Timespan of renting contract Tan Thuan
Variability of operating sectors
Knowledge
Lack of deeper environmental understanding/ technical
knowledge (company level & governmental)
No events for knowledge sharing
Relational
Low trust between companies
Low participation
Limited communicatory channels (between companies,
companies-government, governmental bodies)
Institutional
Implementation deficit of policies
Enforcement deficit of regulations
No proper monitoring of water data

Shared waste water treatment facility
Compliance to policies and regulations
(ISO 140001 and national)
Good trust & communication between TTC and
industrial companies
Good trust & communication between HEPZA and
industrial companies

Opportunities

Threats

Economic
Branding/labelling as economic incentive
Picking low hanging fruits
Increasing economic stability, technical uptake

Economic stage of development
Focus on economic development (of policies and
management)
Low water price
Lacking quality of educational system

Knowledge
Willingness to learn from:
- Best practices (international)
- Sharing experiences between companies
- Facilitator, e.g. HEPZA/TTC

Political structure
Complicated governmental structures
Command and control system
Default of institutional capacity

Relational
Willingness to share experiences with co-located
companies
Willingness for participation in collaborative events

Culture
No self-organized action
Closed culture companies
Insufficient communicatory channels (for knowledge
sharing on all levels)

Institutional
EIP project (UNIDO)
Clear and enabling (environmental & water
management) policies
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5.3 Conclusion
Within the analysis of IE and IWRM tools and criteria in the water management system of Tan Thuan
several barriers occurred to be at play, each barrier existing out of different specific weaknesses as
analyzed in this SWOT. Luckily, the water management system in Tan Thuan also has its specific
strengths and with the elaboration on these strengths and the barriers, opportunities for the
development of a sustainable water management system are presented as well. Willingness to create
knowledge, participation and a better water management system is there, and these factors can be
turned into opportunities if dealt in the right way with the present barriers. The opportunities seem to
tackle the main barrier (the lacking mobilization capacity of actors) at least partly, by providing
possibilities for knowledge creation, participation, to some extent opportunities for economic
incentives, and the development of the EIP project poses opportunities for better policies as well.
However, when analyzing threats in the transition towards a more sustainable water management
system in the future, external and structural factors are also analyzed to be at play. These threats are
also accounted for in literature, but strategies on how to deal with them are lacking. Within the
framework of the IE and IWRM principles and tools it is complicated to integrate these external and
structural threats, grouped as economic dimension (economic stage of development), political
dimension (mainly the political structure) and social dimension (culture). Therefore, further
elaboration on the possibility to extend the conceptual framework, integrating these factors is provided
in paragraph 6.2 (Discussion).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions, Discussion and Recommendations
This chapter contains the conclusions of this research, answering the main research question: To what
extent does the current water management system in Tan Thuan EPZ meet IE and IWRM tools and
principles, and what factors are affecting the development of the water management in the industrial
zone towards a more sustainable system? In the previous chapters the sub-research questions were
answered, whereas chapter 4 contained the answers on the first 3 sub-research questions, regarding the
current situation of the water management system of Tan Thuan, and chapter 5 elaborated on the last
sub-research question with regard to factors of influence on future developments of the water
management system. By the analysis of the discussion in the second paragraph, the level of which the
scientific aim of this research is reached is elaborated. The chapter is concluded with further
recommendations for research, policy makers, TTC and the companies within the EPZ.

6.1 Conclusions
Tan Thuan is an IZ known for its proper environmental management, as it complies well with national
standards and regulations. A shared waste water treatment facility is present as well, and water supply
and waste water discharge infrastructures are of good quality. Thereby, TTC is very willing to
improve the sustainability of the EPZ, especially since the need for innovation with regard to
environmental and water management is high due to its location close to the city center of HCMC.
They preserve very warm relations with the companies in Tan Thuan. But although sustainability of
the water management system of the EPZ seems of higher quality than in other IZs in Vietnam,
sustainability with regard to its water management system is clearly under pressure as tools as
proposed by IE and IWRM literature are insufficiently present for proper maintenance. The tools
assessed in Tan Thuan are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technological networks
The right enterprise culture
Relational networks
The right institutional roles
Proper management instruments
Enabling and regulating policies

Main findings concluded that the majority of those tools are insufficiently present to maintain a
sustainable water management system. By assessing those tools, the factors influencing the absence of
their criteria were analyzed as well. By grouping those factors, a systematic overview and reasoning
was provided to explain the lacking tools and criteria in the area. The essence of the tools of both of
the two concepts relates to the mobilization of actors. In IE literature this mobilization is mainly aimed
to be realized at IZ level, whereas in IWRM literature this mobilization is supposed to be realized at
multiple levels across the water management system. Factors influencing the absence of the tools and
criteria can be for the greater part related to this lacking mobilization of actors. When further grouping
these factors, the lacking mobilization of actors seem to be fed by both internal and external barriers,
defined as:
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•
•
•
•

Economic barriers
Knowledge barriers
Relational barriers
Institutional barriers

Whereas the external institutional barrier seems to aggravate the internal (IZ level) economic,
knowledge and relational barriers by an inadequate enabling environment, all of the barriers affect the
mobilization capacity. Since the tools are barely present, also reaching the principles for a sustainable
water management system as proposed by the IE and IWRM concepts is complex. Principles of IE are
based on a sustainable water management system by the dematerialization (of water) of industrial
activities in a collective symbiotic approach. The principles of IWRM are based on sustainably
managing water resources by integration of all aspects and actors involved in water management into a
participatory approach to solve complex water management issues. But as the tools are aiming for
these principles, the lack of them in Tan Thuan decreases the extent to which the IE and IWRM
principles are currently present. Moreover, as the principles of the two concepts involve all four
sustainability pillars, these lacking principles are of direct influence on the sustainability of the water
management system of Tan Thuan as well.
By elaboration of the current strengths and barriers in a SWOT, also opportunities and threats in the
future development of sustainable water management system were made comprehensible. To deal with
the present barriers in the future, a combination of the strengths and future developments are turned
into opportunities. Opportunities to deal with all four of the barriers are present, whereas especially
opportunities to deal with the knowledge and relational barriers seem of sufficient strength to at least
tackle them partly. However, worrisome factors threatening the present opportunities are of external
and structural nature, and were grouped as follows:
•
•
•

Economic dimension
Political dimension
Cultural dimension

These external threats complicate the transition towards a sustainable water management system
substantially. Influencing those threats by especially the internal actors (TTC and the companies
located in Tan Thuan) but also the external local actors (HEPZA and DONRE) is challenging, if not
impossible. Therefore, especially looking for opportunities to tackle the present barriers at IZ level
seems to be effective within this research framework. In order to be able to also find a way to deal
with the external and structural threats and find opportunities for the development of a sustainable
water management system by embracing them, further research and policy development is necessary.
In sum, the presence of IE and IWRM tools in Tan Thuan is currently insufficient to maintain a
sustainable water management system in the EPZ, as the principles that are accounting for the four
sustainability criteria cannot be reached. Several barriers are at play in the current chiefly
unsustainable water management system, of which the overarching barrier is the lacking mobilization
capacity of the actors involved in the water management. However, several opportunities (as addressed
in table 5.1) for dealing with those barriers are found. Unfortunately external and structural threats are
hard to account for in the transition towards a sustainable water management system for the involved
actors and within the used framework, and therefore further research and policy development is
necessary.
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6.2 Discussion
This chapter reflects on the research framework, the methodology and its results out of a broader
scientific context. In first place the combination of the two research concepts and their outcomes is
discussed, complemented with their limitations and the possibility for a complementing theory.
Secondly, the reflection and limitations of the research are discussed

6.2.1 Reflection on the conceptual framework
For this research, two concepts (IE and IWRM) were used to analyze and find opportunities and
challenges for improvements of the water management system of Tan Thuan. Although other concepts
focus on sustainable water management (in industrial zones) as well, the choice is made to apply these
concepts in this case study research, since they are both covering a different angle of the sustainability
of the water management system by aiming for the same sustainability goal. Whereas the IE concept
focuses on the unit of the IZ, it is difficult to analyze the external institutional issue (as described in
the problem statement) within this concept. Therefore, it was helpful to substitute the concept with the
IWRM concept, focusing on external factors with regard to governance and the right institutional
context. Moreover critics on the IE concept seem to be covered by the IWRM concept and vice versa,
and therefore the combination of those two concepts allowed to tackle the criticism of both of the
concepts as much as possible (as described in chapter 2). Therefore, the concepts were expected to be
supportive in a combinative approach for an assessment of external and internal factors that are
affecting the water management system in Tan Thuan. However, it is important to keep in mind that
results are depending on the chosen framework, since assessment of the water management system by
using an operationalization of other concepts would possibly have provided different tools and criteria
to assess. Within the used framework, several remarkable findings were found, as elaborated on in the
following paragraph. Those findings are related to the consistency of the combined framework for the
analysis of this study, after which limitations of the research framework are discussed.
Remarkable findings and limitations of the framework
As stated before, none of the IE and IWRM tools and criteria for a sustainable water management
system were fully present during the assessment. After analysis of factors influencing this absence,
several barriers were found as visualized in model 4.1. The main barrier found is defined as:
•

The lacking mobilization capacity of all actors (at IZ level and policy and management level)
to take action for a sustainable water management system.

This main barrier is aggravated by:
•
•
•
•

An economic barrier and its weaknesses
A knowledge barrier and its weaknesses
A relational barrier and its weaknesses
An institutional barrier and its weaknesses

As recognized by IE and IWRM, the mobilization capacity of all actors by relational resources,
knowledge resources and economic resources, getting influenced by institutional resources, is of major
importance for a sustainable water management system. Although this is currently lacking,
opportunities for the creation of mobilization capacity are present, of which the most important
opportunities for the actors in Tan Thuan are defined as:
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•
•
•

Willingness of companies to learn
Willingness of companies to participate
Willingness to share experiences

Thus especially for dealing with the relational and knowledge barrier, relatively easy to realize
opportunities are present. Opportunities to deal with the economic and institutional are not absent, but
are deemed less powerful as those are heavier dependent on the external factors as analyzed as the
threats, and more difficult to take account for by the actors in the EPZ. These present opportunities
however become under threat, as the analyzed external factors affect the development a sustainable
water system in Tan Thuan. These factors are defined as:
•
•
•

The economic stage of development (economic dimension)
The political structure (political dimension)
The ‘Vietnamese’ culture (social dimension)

The effect of broader external effects is acknowledged in IE literature, as mainly appointed by critics
(Geng and Yi, 2006; Liu and Zhang, 2012; Jia, et al., 2016). The IWRM concept aims to focus on allinclusive external effects and actors as well, but limits itself in its tools mainly to the institutional
factors (Mersha, et al., 2016; Biswas, 2004; Saravanan, McDonald and Mollinga, 2009). However,
propositions on how to create tools to deal with the external factors that affect the development of a
sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan are not provided within the combined approach of
the two concepts. For the case of Tan Thuan, especially the strict hierarchical political structure and
culture, and the fact that Vietnam is a country in rapid economic development seem to affect its water
management system indirectly, but substantially. Therefore, it is recommended to address those
factors in further research (as further elaborated on in paragraph 6.3).
Another factor that lacks in the combined IE and IWRM approach is the transitional aspect. As the
framework is deemed effective to address current strengths and barriers in the water management
system and draw a desired outcome, the framework itself lacks opportunities to address the sustainable
transition in the water management system that is envisaged in the future. To address those two main
limitations of the research framework, a complementing theory is proposed. Factors of influence on
the transition towards a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan are connected to
economic, political and social dimensions (which are strongly state-regulated). These challenges for
transition are clearly of influence on the development of a sustainable water management system. But
as the IE and IWRM framework provides only a conceptualization on how ‘the end’ should look like,
addressing challenges in the transition towards the desired outcome are lacking, as is according to
Lawhon and Murphy (2011) the case in many sustainability concepts. The socio-technical approach
aims to address those challenges by thinking in systems as dynamic interactions between economic,
social and political scales. Transition as system innovation happens when disruption in the system
occurs (Lawhon and Murphy, 2011). An example of a disruption as such for Tan Thuan might be
scarce or polluted water resources, as there must be a demand for reform, as Briscoe (1997) argues.
Thus transitions are stimulated by ‘cultural and normative values, broad political coalitions, long-term
economic developments, [and] accumulating environmental problems that affect industrial
developments (Lawhon and Murphy, 2011). Therefore this theory is proposed to use to analyze the
multilevel economic, political and cultural dimension of the threats that are at play in the development
of a sustainable water management system in the EPZ, and address the challenges in the transition
towards a sustainable water management system. In this way, a comprehensive theoretical framework
can be developed, covering the current state, the transitional state and the desired state as visualized in
the following model 6.1.
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Model 6.1 Additional theory for conceptual framework

6.2.2 Reflection and limitations on the methodology and results
This study focuses on one case study area as exploratory research to find if the combination of the
used concepts is effective for the assessment of sustainable industrial water management. For that
purpose the methodology is proven to be effective, but consequently further generalization of the used
theories cannot be made within this research, since the research of more study areas is necessary to be
able to further elaborate on the practical application of the concepts. As described before, the approach
of the combined concepts is complementary and thus deemed effective for analyzing the current state
of the water management system. Moreover, by using qualitative indicators a new way of assessment
of the concepts is provided, elaborating on in-depth knowledge about the water management issue at
play. But as stated, not all external factors are covered within the assessment for IE and IWRM tools.
However, by using the SWOT for analysis as a secondary tool, these external factors and thus short
comings of the combined concepts were addressed and acknowledged in a structural way. Therefore,
the SWOT is an effective tool for this research to further elaborate on the factors that were lacking
within the IE and IWRM framework.
It must be addressed that the research results contain some limitations, as time constraints and cultural
and language barriers occurred during the fieldwork. During the fieldwork in the EPZ itself, only
interviews with relatively large companies were conducted. It would be desirable to also include data
of smaller companies within this research (as described in paragraph 6.3.1) as water management
practices might be different for those companies. However, getting in contact with these companies
happened to be very complicated as management boards of the companies are very closed and
hierarchical in contact with co-located companies, but also in their contact with foreigners. Conducting
interviews with employees without official permission of the management boards is prohibited, for
which several official letters, stamps and phone calls were required. Moreover, language barriers
increased the difficulties of arranging interviews and interpretation of research results, although an
official translator and help of TTC were incredibly helpful. Moreover, due to time limitations,
relational networks were only analyzed with regard to companies within Tan Thuan, and relations with
and between (local) governmental bodies. An extensive actor network analysis could be beneficial for
this research, as new opportunities (and possibly threats) could occur as relational networks and
participation are deemed incredibly important in the development of a sustainable industrial water
management system. The limitations of the research results have however been diminished as much as
possible by conducting expert interviews, using policy documents and observe described situations, in
order to increase the reliability and validity of the data. As experts addressed the same type of issues
and aspects of the industrial water management, observations concluded the same results and policy
documents assigned discussed institutional issues, the results are deemed reliable, as reliability refers
to the repeatedly and consistency of findings (Golafshani, 2003).
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6.3 Recommendations
Recommendations for further improvement of the sustainability of the water management system of
Tan Thuan (and possibly other IZs) are provided for further research and can be drawn upon this
research for the three main groups of actors as well. Recommendations for policy makers and policy
development are made, based upon the main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats found in
the research area. The second actor for which recommendations for further development of the water
management system are made, is the IZIDC (TTC), as TTC seems to have a great influence on the
water management system in the EPZ . The last group of actors on which recommendations are based
are the companies located within Tan Thuan, since those are together with TTC the actors that
practically have to realize developments for a sustainable water management system.

6.3.1 Recommendations for further research
Further recommendations for research are based on the analysis of the main strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats at play in the (transition towards a sustainable) water management system in
Tan Thuan. In the analysis of the current sustainability of the water management system by using the
IE and IWRM framework, economic, knowledge, relational and institutional barriers were found,
together aggravating the lacking of mobilization capacity of all actors involved in the water
management of Tan Thuan. For further development, also structural factors (economic stage of
development, the political structure and the culture) with regard to the transition of the water
management system are of importance, although less adequately touched upon within the used IE and
IWRM framework. Therefore, it is recommended to extend this research triangularly in the following
way:
1. Extending the research to more companies in Tan Thuan in first place, to increase reliability
and validity of the findings of the research. Also extension of the research towards more IZs in
HCMC (or Vietnam) is recommended, to analyze if the barriers for a sustainable water
management system found in Tan Thuan (within this combined IE and IWRM framework) are
of structural nature in the city or even country.
2. Extending the conceptual framework (as proposed with the socio-technical transition theory)
to address the external and structural factors that are of influence on the transition towards a
sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan, and create tools to deal with them within
this transition. In this research, only tools and criteria with regard to the institutional context
were examined as external factors. However, it is concluded that also the economic stage of
development, the political structure and the Vietnamese culture seem indirectly at play in the
development of a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan. These factors are thus
not examined or included within the combined IE and IWRM assessment framework applied
to this research, and tools to deal with those aspects in the phase of transition are not provided.
3. Extending the analysis of internal and external relational networks in the water management
system of Tan Thuan. As in both of the concepts relations are of main importance with regard
to participation across levels, scales and sectors and the main barriers for the sustainability of
the water management system is identified as the lacking mobilization of actors, it is
recommended to further elaborate research on the actor-network analysis to further unravel
this barrier and find windows of opportunities. It is also recommended to analyze a broader
range of stakeholders, including international actors, Universities, NGOs and other institutions
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not accounted for in this research, as multilevel involvement of actors is deemed effective in
the transition towards a sustainable water management system.
By extending the research in this three-folded way, in first place more in-depth insight in the case of
Tan Thuan can be provided by elaborating the research on more companies within the EPZ, extending
the actor-network analysis and assessing the influence of broader external factors. A wider look and
analysis of more IZs in HCMC might externally validate the findings of this exploratory research and
unravel structural barriers in the development of sustainable water management systems in HCMC and
Vietnam.

6.3.2 Policy recommendations
Scenario- building: As concluded in this research, several internal and external factors are at
play in the development of a sustainable water management system in Tan Thuan. And in order to
create the right enabling environment for a sustainable water management system, both the internal
and external factors have to be dealt with. Therefore, it is recommended in first place to further
elaborate on the SWOT analysis provided in this research by scenario building. With the scenario
building tool, external factors on which the planner has little influence are segregated from internal
factors on which the policy maker has more control, to develop several narrative scenarios with regard
to different situations (on which the planner has little control). Each of the scenarios however aims for
the same goal (for this case a sustainable water management system), but different tools and strategies
are needed because of the different external factors of influence in each specific scenario. An
extensive stakeholder analysis, as recommended for further research (paragraph 6.2.1), is stated to be a
helpful tool in the development of the scenarios, as all involved stakeholders might pose new
opportunities, but also threats (SSWM, 2018). In this way, clear strategies can be developed based on
the internal and external conditions with regard to the water management system in Tan Thuan, but the
tool can also be used on national level with regard to the development of policies.
Develop clear and effective policies and planning strategies: Following these strategies, now
clear and effective policies can be proposed, highly recommended to stimulate water efficiency and
participation in the water management system (of all actors involved). Moreover, it is recommended to
make use of economic incentives and tools, as the companies seem most sensitive to these kind of
incentives and stimulating policies. In order to develop policies and regulations as effective and strict
as possible (to decrease environmental pressure), it is also recommended to digitally collect and
monitor water data, as this is stated to support proper water allocation and find reuse options (Geng
and Yi, 2006). For the proper allocation of water, treating the water as an economic good as proposed
in IWRM literature as well is recommended, as economic incentives for efficient water use are lacking
in the current state. Moreover, as the political structure is strictly hierarchical and companies in
general are reluctant to develop bottom-up activities, it is highly recommended to enforce sustainable
water management by making use of the command-and-control model in place. Strict top-down
planning in this case can be fruitful and effective in the development of a sustainable water
management system, as the companies in Tan Thuan aim to comply very strictly with regulations.
However, to properly develop and enforce such strategies, institutional capacity is of crucial value.
Create institutional capacity and communication channels: In general, the main focus in order
to make efficient use of the developed policies is to further develop the institutional capacity of both
the local and national government. To be able to effectively implement policies, enforce regulation
and increase the overall governmental capacity at especially the local level, strong and integrated
governmental communication channels are desired (as addressed in IWRM literature). This also
enhances knowledge development at the governmental level, and facilitation of knowledge to
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companies or industries. Knowledge development at the governmental level will simultaneously
increase the institutional capacity. Also communicatory channels between the companies in Tan Thuan
and governmental institutions are recommended to be improved for the sake of knowledge sharing and
awareness creation. HEPZA seems to be a great stakeholder for this process, as companies already
address to have great trust and communication with this authority. In this way, it is assumed that the
institutional barrier can be tackled as much as possible, decreasing the economic, knowledge and
relational barrier as well.

6.3.3 Recommendations for TTC
TTC is a powerful stakeholder in the transition towards a sustainable water management system, as the
responsibility of infrastructures, regulation and enforcement on the IP level and the overall
management of the environment in Tan Thuan are responsibilities of the IZIDC. Besides these
responsibilities, TTC seems to be a powerful player as companies acknowledge their trust and strong
communication channels with them, which provides opportunities for mobilization of the companies.
Thereby, TTC is highly motivated to support and create a transition towards a sustainable water
management system. Because of these assets, it is recommended to TTC to support stimulation of a
sustainable water management system at company level, but also internally. In first place it is
recommended for TTC to facilitate knowledge sharing events, as seminars for specific subjects might
be provided by guest speakers, or sharing of experiences with regard to water management subjects. In
this way, environmental knowledge and awareness, and relational resources amongst the companies
can be increased. Also economic incentives, such as effluent charges etc. can be accommodated by
TTC in order to enforce stricter environmental management of the companies. Moreover, strong
collaborations and participation with Universities, research institutes and other organizations that
might stimulate a sustainable water management system is highly recommended, as they can provide
state-of-the-art knowledge. In this way, the economic, relational and knowledge barrier can be
decreased by mobilization of the companies by TTC.

6.3.4 Recommendations for companies in Tan Thuan
In first place it is highly recommended for the companies in Tan Thuan to create opportunities to
increase knowledge and awareness of the environmental system and technologies available to maintain
both the production process and the environment and its natural resources. Participation is deemed an
effective tool for the sharing and creation of internal knowledge. Therefore, it is recommended to
create connections and start communication channels with co-located companies, to create a more
open culture towards other companies. Moreover, joining organized events for knowledge creation in
collaboration with other companies located in Tan Thuan could enhance the open culture and
relational resources, as well as the development of knowledge. However, in order to properly utilize
the gained knowledge it is also highly recommended to ensure proper knowledge sharing facilities and
events in-company. To stimulate the use of efficient technologies it is recommended to take a look at
the economic opportunities by picking low hanging fruits first, looking at BEAT and the opportunities
for labelling and/or branding of the products by using efficient/sustainable/clean (production)
technologies. The development of knowledge as recommended is deemed effective in the development
of these technologies. By addressing the relational, knowledge and economic barriers at company
level, mobilization capacity of the companies might increase, which is of great importance for the
development of a sustainable water management system.
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Annex A: List of Respondents
Nr.

Organization

Respondents

Function

1

Mrs. Pham Thi Anh

Environmental expert

2

University of
Transportation,
HCMC
DONRE a

3
4

Consultant
SAWACO

Mrs. Ngoc Nguyen
Mrs. Phuong Taho
Mr. Viet Nguyen Trung
Mrs. Ngoc Tram Phung

5

DONRE b

6

HEPZA

Department for water
resources management
Environmental consultant
Engineer- managing water
infrastructure
Department for ground
water licenses
Environmental expert Hiep
Phuoc
Environmental Manager

7

Tan Thuan
Corporation (TTC)

8

EIP Project
(UNIDO)

Ms. Thanh Tam
Mr. Tran Kim Cuong
Mr. Trung Quang Hai
Mrs. Thanh Phuong
Mr. Chuc

9

MONRE

Mr. Truong Manh Tuan

10
11

Tanaka
Futaba

12
13

UACJ
Mtex

14
15

CXtech
Center for
Environmental
Technology and
Management
(ETM Centre)

Mrs. Nguyen Thi Roi
Mr. Nguyen Dinh Si
Mrs. Nguyen Thu Lan
Huong
Mrs. Lien Pham
Mr. Nguyen Xuan Thuy
Mr. Tran Thanh Luan
Mr. Vo Hoanh Kho
Mrs. Huynh Ngoc Phuong
Mai

16

Nidec Tosok

Mr. Huynh Minh Thien
Mr. Nguyen Tri Phat
Mrs. Tran Nguyen Phi Loan

17

Nidec Tosok Akiba

18

Ho Chi Minh
Environmental
Protection Fund
(HEPF)
Total respondents

Mrs. Vo Thi Kim Thanh
Ms. Pham Diep Thanh
Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Mai
Mr. Phạm Thanh Trực

Date of
interview
5-12-2017

7-12-2017
12-12-2017
18-12-2017
18-12-2017
20-12-2017

21-12-2017

Ministry of planning and
investment
Eco-industrial park
consultant)
Divison of monitoring
environment and
monitoring standards
QA manager
Management Manager
Management Section

25-12-2017

ISO Manager
Director of water
Administrator
Environmental manager
Director of ETM Centre

9-1-2018
10-1-2018

11-1-2018

Mrs. Bui Ngoc Nhu Tam
Mr. Huynh Minh Thien

Manager waste water
Employee ISO department
Responsible for the
environment
ISO manager
Manager waste water

Mr. Minh Doan

Technical employee

20-12-2017

25-12-2017

9-1-2018
9-1-2018

10-1-2018
11-1-2018

11-1-2018

29
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Annex B: Example interview guide
As several interview guides were developed, the following interview guide is an example guide. All of
the interviews have been conducted according the same structure, as operationalized from the
conceptual framework.
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Interview Guide Companies Tan Thuan EPZ
Introduction
Is it fine for you if we record the interview? It will be used only for research purposes, for my own master thesis and
possibly the ENTIRE project.

I will first introduce myself to you. My name is Arianne and I am a Dutch master student from Wageningen University. I
am currently writing my master thesis at the Environmental Sciences chair group, and I am doing research about sustainable
industrial water management in Ho Chi Minh City. I will do a qualitative assessment of forces that are influencing and
affecting sustainability of current industrial water management practices and how these forces influence the further
transition towards sustainable industrial water management within Tan Thuan EPZ. I will look at forces related to the local
conditions within the industrial park (such as collaboration between companies, present knowledge, industrial management,
etc.) and I will also look at broader forces, such as influence of policy and governance on the water management practices,
in order to provide a holistic view. I brought a small present from the Netherlands to thank you for your time, I appreciate it
very much! I would like to ask you to shortly introduce yourself?
A. General
1. What is your occupation/role within this company?
2. Can you tell me a bit about what the company is doing, how many employees the company has, etc.?
B. Knowledge and Awareness
3. In general, what are the main problems/concerns for industrial water management practices in HCMC?
4. What are the main problems/concerns for industrial water management for your company specifically, do they
differ from the problems at the city level?
5. Is the company taking steps to improve the water management practices to become more efficient/ sustainable,
if yes what steps, if no why not?
6. Are there any problems you run into when taking steps to improve the industrial water management/make it
more efficient/sustainable?
C. Objectives
7. What is, concerning sustainable water management practices, the main objective for the company?
7.1 Taking into account economic aspects in relation to sustainable industrial water management, what are
main considerations for the company and why?
7.2 Taking into account social aspects in relation to sustainable industrial water management, what are main
considerations for the company and why?
7.3 Taking into account environmental aspects in relation to sustainable industrial water management, what are
main considerations for the company and why?
8. What is the most important aspect of these three for the company and why?
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9. Collaborations, Involvement and Relations
D1.Collaboration for water sharing facilities
10. Does the company/institute participate with other companies to share water or waste water treatment facilities,
if yes what is the aim of the cooperation, if no why not? (if no, see question 14)
11. If yes (question 11), with what companies and sectors is the cooperation?
12. If yes (question 11) what technologies and facilities does the cooperation include exactly?
D2. Involvement
13. Is the company involved in activities related to the development of new/more sustainable water sharing
facilities in the industrial zone, why (not)?
14. If new initiatives for collaboration of water management practices would be developed by other companies,
would you be willing to participate, why (not)?
15. If new initiatives for collaboration of water management practices would be developed by the government,
would you be willing to participate, why (not?)
16. What would be con’s or pro’s to participate in new collaborative activities for you?
D3. Data/knowledge sharing
17. Are you currently sharing information/data for the improvement/further development of water management
practices in the industrial zone with other companies?
18. Is there any platform/ industrial management team/etc. monitoring and collecting data/knowledge? If yes, is the
data open for the companies?
19. Would you say you have enough trust in your co-located companies to share information or start new
collaborative water management projects?
20. How are relations in general with co-located companies within the industrial zone?
D4. Green Technologies
21. Within the company, do you make use of other green technologies? Why (not)? If yes, what kind of
technologies?
22. Do you share technological facilities concerning green technologies with other companies in the area, why
(not)? If yes, what facilities?
23. Are there any restraints to implement (more) green/sustainable/more efficient technologies (e.g. economic
reasons, knowledge gap, etc.), why (not)?
24. Is there a demand from the public in Vietnam for green/sustainable produced products you think, why (not)?
D. Management Instruments
25. Are there any economic restrictions/tools in place affecting or influencing your water management policy, what
and how does it affect your company?
26. Are there policies/restrictions/legislation in place influencing your water demand, if yes what
policies/restrictions/legislation and how do they influence the water demand?
27. Are there policies/restrictions/legislation in place influencing the water supply, if yes what
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policies/restrictions/legislation and how do they influence the water supply?
E. Policy
28. Are there any other regulations in place affecting/influencing your water management practices? If yes, how do
they affect the water management?
29. Are there any types of policies in place providing opportunities for you to use more sustainable industrial water
management practices, if yes what kind of policies and how do they provide opportunities?
30. Are there policies promoting bottom-up or self-organizing activities for water management practices, if yes
what kind of policies and how do they promote these activities?
31. Are there policies in place promoting collaborations with other companies or sectors, if yes what policies and
how do they promote collaboration?
F. Institutional Roles
32. Do you feel like your responsibilities to the government concerning your water management practices are clear,
why (not)?
33. Is legislation and jurisdiction concerning industrial water management clear and transparent, why (not)?
34. Do you feel like the knowledge of the government is sufficient to set up effective regulations/legislation/policies for
the improvement of industrial water management, why (not)?
35. Do you feel like the power and knowledge of the government is sufficient to equip and empower companies to
improve the industrial water management practices, why (not)?
G. Future
36. When looking back at this interview and related to your own expectations, do you think the objective(s) you
named in the beginning are feasible? Why (not)?
37. What are strengths (e.g. of the area, company, location, policy etc.) to reach the objective(s)?
38. What could be pitfalls (e.g. of the area, company, location, policy etc.) to reach the objective(s)?
H. Thank you very much for your time and information. If you would be interested in our master theses we can
send them to you as soon as they are finished.
We would like to ask you one last question about possible interesting contacts you might have for our further
interviews. Do you know any other people with knowledge in this field that we could approach?
When contacting them, can we say that we got their contact information from you?
Once again, thank you very much for your time!
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